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Introduction

The present work has been carried out in the frameworks of the Virgo experiment

and tha Advanced Virgo (AdV) project, a Virgo detector upgrade to a second gen-

eration instrument.

The Virgo experiment is a long 3 Km baseline interferometric antenna for gravita-

tional waves (GWs) detection,located within the site of EGO, European Gravita-

tional Observatory, based at Cascina (Pisa, Italy).

Gravitational waves were �rst predicted by Einstein's Theory of General Relativity,

published in 1918. These waves are perturbations in the curvature of space-time

propagating at the speed of light. Indirect evidence of their existence has been ob-

tained in 1992 via observations of a binary pulsar system (PSR 1913+16) by Hulse

and Taylor.

However, direct detection of gravitational waves has not been obtained yet.

Research is now focused on achieving direct detection of gravitational waves, giving

a new way of observing astronomical events in the universe. Gravitational waves

are quadrupole in nature, causing tidal strains in space time. The weak nature of

gravity means that the magnitude of these strains is very small. Only astrophysical

sources are likely to produce waves of su�cient amplitude to be detected on Earth.

In the frequency band of a few Hz to a few kHz, the expected strain amplitude for

violent sources is of the order of 10−22.
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Detection is most likely to be achieved using long baseline interferometers. Cur-

rently several such detectors are in operation worldwide, including Virgo , built in

a collaboration involving the Italian Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) and the

French Center National of Recherches Scienti�c (CNRS). In USA the LIGO detec-

tor network has three large interferometric detectors - two interferometers share the

same vacuum tube with 4 km and 2 km arms length, and the remaining with 4 km

length. In German, the GEO600 a 600 meters long detector is located near Han-

nover.

Since 2011 Virgo completed four scienti�c data taking periods (Virgo Science Run

-VSR 1 to 4) and the next recent one has been just closed. The �rst three periods

were carried out in partial or complete coincidence with similar runs of the LIGO [1]

detectors. The use of three detectors at the same time allows a reduction of back-

ground events by selecting only those events with triple coincidence. Furthermore

it allows a (non-optimal) reconstruction of the sky location of the source. Between

VSR2 and VSR3 the Virgo detector has been upgraded by replacing the last stage of

each suspension chain (the payload). The mirrors were previously suspended using

steel wires. The new suspensions system is made with fused silica �bers monolith-

ically bonded to the mirror itself. Such monolithic suspensions were installed with

the goal of reducing the thermal noise contribution to the detector sensitivity and

to test this new technology in view of the Advanced Virgo upgrade [2]. The fourth

science run ended on September 2011. Recently the interferometer has been shut-

down to start the construction of Advanced Virgo. The goal is to improve the design

sensitivity of the detector of a factor 10 with respect to the �rst generations.

During the last run, Virgo was near the design curve of sensitivity, in this condition

the interferometer, besides the isolation from the fundamental noises, must work in

conditions of extreme precision, especially in terms of alignments. For example, one
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important technical noise source is the �uctuation in position and direction of laser

beam (beam jitter): the angular jitter of the Virgo input laser, even if cleaned by

an input mode-cleaner at the level of 10−11rad/
√
Hz, imposes that the mirrors of

the cavities must be aligned with an accuracy of the order of 3× 10−9rad.

The �rst part of the PhD work has been addressed to model analytically the w2hole

chain of beam jitter noise propagation from the laser to the set requirements for

various sub systems and propose/test new improvements in the design according

to the better overall understanding of this issue. Starting from the Virgo optical

layout, a preliminary step has been to evaluate, how the seismic vibrations of the

optical injection system are coupled to the TEM00 input beam. A second step has

been to evaluate how these e�ects propagate in the main interferometer (ITF) and

a�ect the dark-fringe carrying the GW signal. The goal has been to propose suit-

able optimization for Virgo and to set some parameters and requirements in order

to obtain a beam jitter noise low enough to be compliant with Adv-Virgo sensitivity.

The second part has been dedicated to the e�ects of thermal deformations of the

Adv-Virgo optics. In fact, in second generation of GW ITF, the use of high power

laser (200W for project Advanced VIRGO) and the non zero absorption coe�cient

of the optics causes a local heating and consequently a wavefront geometric defor-

mation of the re�ected and transmitted beams.

A possible solution is represented by an active system that controls and corrects the

wavefront distortions.

In particular, in the thesis, it has been studied and tested a suitably deformable

mirror, actuated by an heather array, as a compensator for the beam deformations.

The system has shown performances in terms of e�ciency, checking the system

stability, linearity and measurements repeatability.

The outline of this thesis is the following:
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• The �rst two chapters are of an introductory nature. Chapter one is dedi-

cated to the basic theory of gravitational waves and the possible astrophysical

sources. Chapter two describes the principles behind the gravitational waves

interferometric detection, in detail the Virgo detector and the Advanced Virgo

project.

• The chapter three reports the beam jitter noise contribution in Virgo and

Ad-Virgo, how it is limiting the dark fringe sensitivity, the principles of the

techniques used to evaluate this technical noise to set some requirements to

Adv-Virgo sensitivity.

• The following chapters describe the e�ect on Virgo optics using an high power

laser and report the study and development of the active optics system for the

correction of the thermally induced slow beam wavefront distortions.

Theses distortions can be compensated using deformable mirrors driven by

thermal actuators. In this thesis a prototype of a thermally deformable mirror

(TDM) is described, and �rst results are presented.

Several appendices describes some ancillary topics that are relevant for all of the

work of this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Gravitational Waves

In the Einstein's theory of the General Relativity it is presented the concept of

Gravitational Waves (GWs), small perturbations of Minkowski metric[4][5][6][7][8] .

By the experimental results of R.A. Hulse and J. H. Taylor [9][10][11][12] it has

been indirectly proven their existence but there is still no direct observation. The

goal of this chapter is to brie�y introduce the theory of gravitational radiation

describing the Einstein �eld equations and their linearized form within the weak

�eld approximation. Finally it is reported an outline of the generation mechanism

and the possible astrophysical sources.

1.1 Einstein's Equations withinWeak Field Approx-

imation

The gravitational waves existence was predicted by Albert Einstein in a note entitled

Näherungsweise-Feld der Integration der Gravitation gleichungen [13] (approximate

integration of the gravitational �eld equations) presented to Königlich Preussichen

Academy of Sciences, at the meeting physical and mathematical in its class, held in
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Berlin on June 22, 1916.

We recall the equations of the gravitational �eld proposed by Einstein, which de-

scribe the evolution of the geometry of space-time:

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR =

8πG

c4
Tµν (1.1)

where gµν represents the metric tensor which describes the geometry of space-time,

the stress-energy tensor Tµν describes the matter energy-momentum densities and

�uxes and R is the scalar curvature and it is obtained by the contraction of the Ricci

tensor Rµν that is de�ned as the contraction of Riemann tensor Rµνρσ.

In the note referred to above, Einstein shows that these equations, in the �weak-

�eld� approximation, take a simpli�ed form. Indeed, under this assumption, we can

write the metric tensor as the sum of �at space tensor ηµν plus a perturbative term

hµν much less than 1:

gµν = ηµν + hµν |hµν | � 1 (1.2)

ηµν =


−1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1


In this way the equations 1.1 can be linearized by expanding the tensor Rµν to the

�rst order in hµν .

In particular, it can be shown (see [14][15] for a detailed discussion) that there exists

a particular choice of coordinates, corresponding to the Lorentz gauge for the metric,

where the Einstein's equations in vacuum (T = 0) reduce to

2hµν =
[
∇2 − (1/c2)d2/dt2

]
hµν = 0

with the additional constraint: ∂µh
µ
ν =

1

2
∂νh

µ
µ

(1.3)
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These two equations are very similar to the ones that describe the propagation

of electro-magnetic radiation, and therefore they can be solved by a packed of plane

waves with wave-vector kλ:

hµν = εµν exp(ikλx
λ) + ε∗µν exp(−ikλxλ) (1.4)

with

kλk
λ = 0 kµε

µ
ν =

1

2
kνε

µ
µ (1.5)

The tensor εµν describes the wave polarization and thanks to gauge invariance εµν

has six independent degree of freedom.

The choice of the gauge doesn't �x uniquely the solution, in particular it is always

possible to reduce εµν to a traceless tensor and transverse to the direction of wave

propagation (TT gauge).

In the case of a wave that propagates in the z direction, i.e. with kµ = (k, 0, 0, k),

we have:

εµν = h+ε
+
µν + h×ε

×
µν (1.6)

with ε+ =


0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 0

 ε× =


0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0


The requirements 1.5 show that the gravitational waves are perturbations of the

gravitational �eld spreading out in space at the speed of light. From the expressions

of ε+ and ε× one can show that the two polarizations are rotated by π/4.

Therefore, the gravitational �eld, under the weak �eld hypotheses, is described by

a massless particle of spin 2: the graviton.
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1.2 E�ects on free-falling particles

Figure 1.1: The lines of forces of a gravitational wave for the two polarization states:

(+) (left panel) and (x) (right panel). The orientation of the �eld lines changes every

half period producing the deformations as in Figure 1.2.

To understand the e�ect of a gravitational wave over a set of particles in free-fall,

we need to recall the geodesic deviation equation. If ξα = xα2−xα1 is the quadrivector

distance between two masses in free-fall, we can write the following equation:

d2ξi

dτ 2
+Ri

0j0ξ
j = 0 (1.7)

which is the classical tidal force equation. It is possible to demonstrate that in TT

gauge the relation Ri0j0 = 1/2hij,00 is true, by this the Eq. 1.7 becomes:

d2ξi

dτ 2
= 1/2hij,00ξj (1.8)

where ξi = xi1 − xi2. The solution of the 1.8 is:

δξi =
1

2
hijξj (1.9)

Therefore, by the Eq. 1.9 the e�ect of a gravitational wave over two masses in

free-fall is to change the relative distance along the directions perpendiculars to the
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wave propagation direction (see Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2).

Any point accelerates in the directions of the arrows, and the denser are the lines, the

strongest is the acceleration. Since the acceleration is proportional to the distance

from the center of mass, the force lines get denser as one moves away from the origin.

For the polarization (x) the force lines undergo a 45◦ rotation.

For example, assuming a plus-polarized gravitational wave traveling along the z

direction, the e�ect on the metric is given by:

ds2 = c2dt2 + (1 + h+) dx2 + (1− h+) dy2 (1.10)

Figure 1.2: The e�ect of a gravitational wave over a circular set of masses varying

on time.

1.3 Gravitational waves generation

In this paragraph we describe the possible sources of gravitational waves in the fre-

quency band (from few Hz to few kHz) of interest for ground based interferometers.
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To obtain the equations that govern the emission of gravitational waves we consider

the linearization of equation 1.1 with Tµν 6= 0 and we obtain:

2hµν = −16πG

c4
[Tµν −

1

2
ηµνT

λ
λ ] (1.11)

The solution will be:

hµν =
4G

c4

∫
d3−→x

[Tµν − 1/2ηµνT
λ
λ ]t−r/c

|−→x −
−→
x′ |

(1.12)

From this equation we see that the stress-energy tensor causes a perturbation of the

metric of space-time that is the action of gravitational waves generated.

Under the hypothesis that the source dimension R are much smaller than the

distance from the observation point, it is possible to perform a multi-pole expansion

of the Eq. 1.12 like for electromagnetic waves. From the conservation of momentum

and angular momentum laws, we obtain that the �rst non-null term is the quadrupole

momentum:

hTTjk =
2G

rc4

(
d2ITTjk
dt2

)
t−r/c

(1.13)

where

Ijk =

∫
d3−→x ρ

(
xjxk −

1

3
|−→x |2

)
(1.14)

The power emitted is:
dE

dt
=

1

5

G

c5

∑
jk

∣∣∣∣d3Ijk
dt3

∣∣∣∣2 (1.15)

As the power emitted of the gravitational waves is inversely-proportional to c5, its

e�ect is very weak. In addition, the lowest order of the radiation is caused by the

change of the quadrupole moment, a spherically or axially moving system does not

emit gravitational waves.

Using the Eq. 1.15 we can estimate the order of magnitude of the intensity of

such radiation given the quadrupole momentum of a body of mass M and size R. It is
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clear that in laboratory one can not generate strong enough gravitational radiation

to be detectable on earth, as it can be seen considering the classic example of a

bar in rotation. Consider a steel bar of 1 m radius and 20 m long rotating with

angular velocity $ = 4.4cycles/s without breaking around an axis perpendicular to

its length, one obtain:

dE

dt
= −32

5

G

c5
I2$6 = −2.2 · 10−22erg s−1 (1.16)

where I is the moment of inertia with respect to the rotation axis, G is the gravi-

tational constant and c is the speed of light. The value obtained is extremely low

and very far from any possibility of detection. So gravitational waves can not be

issued in the laboratory but by compact and massive cosmic objects (blacks holes,

pulsars ...).

Indeed, consider a body of mass M and dimension R, and suppose that the quadrupole

momentum vary on a time scale T. We have:

dE

dt
∼ 1

5

G

c5

(
MR2

T 6

)2

∼ L0

(v
c

)6 (rSch
R

)2

(1.17)

where L0 = 3.6 · 1059 erg s−1 e rShc is the Schwarzschild radius of the body (rShc =

GM/c2).

1.4 Sources of gravitational waves

Our e�orts will be now concentrated on the detection of gravitational waves gener-

ated by astrophysics sources. The universe becomes our laboratory.

GWs are classi�ed into three types according to the wave form:

1. Periodic GW sources: spinning neutron stars (pulsars).
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The temporal behavior of these sources is sinusoidal with frequency f constant

over time of the order of observation time.

2. Burst GW sources: supernova explosion, �nal coalescence of compact binary

systems.

The duration of these events is smaller than observation time.

3. Stochastic GW sources: cosmological sources related to the Big-Bang

Their amplitude vary casually.

So the gravitational wave sources are classi�ed through the lasting of the signal.

The temporal behavior of a gravitational wave is important because it allows us to

compare its amplitude with the level of noise of the antenna with which ones tries to

detect it. This noise level is expressed as a density Spectral linear equivalent h̃n(f)

frequency-dependent. The amplitude of a gravitational wave can be compared with

the noise once you know the bandwidth ∆f .

In the case of wave pulses of duration τ , if we assume that the wave is spread over a

bandwidth ∆f ∼ 1/τ , the signal to noise ratio (which de�nes the sensitivity of the

detector) is given by:

S

N
=

h

h̃n(∆f)

√
τ (1.18)

In contrast, in the case of periodic waves of frequency f0, if the bandwidth of the

wave is very small so the limit is represented by the observation time T of the signal,

ie ∆f = 1/T :

S

N
=

h

h̃n(f0)

√
T (1.19)
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1.4.1 Periodic sources

Pulsars

Pulsars with an asymmetric mass distribution with respect the rotation axis emit

GWs at frequency twice of the rotating frequency. The amplitude of the wave

depends on the momentum of inertia of the star Izz, on the distance from the Earth

r, on the ellipticity ε in the equatorial plane and on the frequency emission f. We

can estimate that:

h ∼ 8 · 10−19ε
( Izz

1038Kgm2

)( f

1KHz

)2(10Kpc

r

)
(1.20)

Generally, since the ellipticity is small (about ε = 10−5), the amplitude is very small,

but the periodicity allows to integrate over a su�ciently long time to improve the

sinal-to-noise ratio. An example interesting in our galaxy is the Crab pulsar. The

emission frequency is 60 Hz, the estimated amplitude is of the order of 10−24.

Binary stars

Ordinary binary stars are one of the most reliably understood sources for periodic

gravitational waves. Binary system composed by two coalescent strongly compact,

as two neutron stars (NS), two black holes (BH) or a neutron star and a black hole

lose considerable energy by means of gravitational radiation.

Binary stars typically have orbital periods larger than an hour and, correspondingly,

gravitational wave frequencies ≤ 10−3Hz. This means that only space-based detec-

tors will be able to detect them by integrating over long time periods.

These systems are very important for the physics community, because in 1993

J.H.Taylor and R.A. Hulse [9][10][11][12] gained the nobel price, obtaining an in-

direct evidence of the existence of gravitational waves by observation of a pulsar.

They observed that the orbital period decay of the binary system PSR 1913+16 was
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perfectly in agreement with the results predicted by gravitational wave emission.

The frequency of the emitted wave is a double of the orbital one, and it increases

the closer the two bodies become, until they merge together. The lifetime of these

objects can be of millions of years (for the PSR 1913+16 is 108 years), but the

gravitational radiation can be detected directly only in the last minutes of their life,

when the orbital frequency is above several hertz and amplitude large enough to be

detected.

1.4.2 Burst sources

Supernovae explosion

The supernovae explosions are the result of the gravitational collapse of nuclei of

stars enough massive. They have all the attributes associated with a good gravi-

tational wave source: they weigh several solar masses, they are compact and they

experience large accelerations. However gravitational radiation only couples to a

changing quadrupole moment and, hence, if a supernova collapse and the subse-

quent explosion have an axial symmetry, no gravitational waves are emitted.

If the explosion have a no-axial symmetry, f is the inverse of the time of collapse

(of the order of 1 kHz) and ∆Egw's the energy emitted as gravitational radiation,

we have:

h ∼ 2.7 · 10−20

(
∆Egw
M�c2

)1/2(
1kHz

f

)1/2(
10Mpc

r

)
(1.21)

where r is the distance between Earth and source and M0 is the solar mass. Some

models give values for axial symmetry ∆Egw/M�c
2 in the range from 5·10−3 to 10−5.

If this event happens in our galaxy, r = 10Kpc, the expected signal h ≈ 10−17, would

surely be detectable by current interferometers. Unfortunately, the estimated rate

is about one event every thirty years, so it is interesting to estimate the possibility
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of detection of gravitational waves emitted by supernovae of nearby galaxies: the

Virgo cluster consists of hundreds of galaxies like ours, so in total it is expected

some event for year. Given that, their distance from the Earth 10Mpc this should

be the rate of detection.

Coalescing compact binaries

Figure 1.3: Chirp waveform from an inspiral event of a compact binary system. On

the right hand side the dependency of the waveform on the orbital eccentricity e and

the orbital inclination i is demonstrated. The plot is taken from Ref.[17].

Compact binaries are among the best candidates to be �rst seen by an earth based

gravitational-wave antenna. Compact binaries can consist of either two neutron

stars, two black holes or one of each. Due to their small size (≤ 20 km in case of a

neutron star), they can orbit each other at close range and a high orbital frequency

(up to ≈ 500 Hz). Being very close and rotating fast means that the second time

derivative of the mass quadrupole moment is large and, hence, gravitational waves

are emitted with a high e�ciency.
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Indeed, the radiated energy is so large, that a double neutron star system which is

500 km or 100 km apart will loose all its potential energy within a couple of minutes

or seconds, respectively. Since the emission of gravitational wave becomes more

e�cient at closer range, the waveform is a chirp signal (see Fig. 1.3 and Ref. [16]):

increasing both in amplitude and frequency with time, until the two object are close

enough to merge. To �rst order the chirp signal can be described by the change of

its frequency over time ḟ and by its amplitude A:

ḟ ∝M5/3
c + f 11/3 +

 relativistic corrections

M1,M2, S1, S2

 (1.22)

A ∝ korbitM
5/3
c +

f 2/3

r
(1.23)

with Mc the chirp mass

Mc =
(M1M2)3/5

(M1 +M2)1/5
(1.24)

f the orbital frequency, M1,M2, S1 and S2 the mass and spin of the two compact

objects, respectively, korbit a constant accounting for the inclination of the source

orbital plane and r the distance to the source. If enough binary systems are detected,

one can average over orbital parameters and can use them as standard candles. (One

can determine the distance from the second equation using the chirp mass from the

�rst equation.)

Calculating waveforms for coalescing compact binaries is straight forward, if the

distance between the two objects is large, but for black hole mergers it is a formidable

challenge. The coalescence of two black holes can be roughly divided into three

phases:

• inspiral: The two black holes are well separated and the waveform of the

emitted gravitational waveform is known,
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• merger: The horizons of the two black holes merge together and the calculation

of the exact waveform requires extensive simulations on a super computer, and

• ringdown: The two black holes have merged into a single black hole in an

excited state which decays by emitting gravitational waves.

1.4.3 Stochastic background (SGWB)

The incoherent sum of random gravitational wave signals coming from astrophysical

sources generate a stochastic background. But the SGWB have also a cosmological

origin that make it very interesting. According to the Big-Bang model and standard

in�ationary model GWs can be produced by the mechanism of ampli�cation of

vacuum �uctuations. Once produced, GWs travel through space-time at the speed

of light as we know, and are essentially una�ected by the matter they encounter. As

a result, GWs emitted shortly after the Big Bang (and observed today in SGWB)

would carry unaltered information about the physical processes that generated them.

Therefore the SGWB should carry also a unique signatures from the earliest epochs

in the evolution of the Universe, inaccessible to standard astrophysical observations.

The SGWB is usually described in terms of the gravitational-wave spectrum:

Ω(f) =
1

ρc

dρgw
d log f

(1.25)

where ρgw is the energy density of gravitational radiation contained in the frequency

range f to f + df and ρc is the critical energy density of the Universe.
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Chapter 2

Gravitational Waves interferometric

detection: Virgo+ Experiment

In this chapter we describe the GW interferometric detection principle with partic-

ular care to the Virgo+ detector [18][19][20][21].

In the previous chapter we have observed that the gravitational waves distort space-

time and produce forces in such a way that the distance between free masses will

alternately decrease and increase during the passage of a wave (Eq. 1.9 e Fig. 1.2).

The amplitude of gravitational waves, the dimensionless parameter �h�, is measured

by the relative variation of distance between two free masses. The absolute variation

is therefore proportional to the distance between the two masses. It would typically

be �as large� as the size of an atom if one could monitor the distance from the earth

to the sun, and it would be about one hundred millions times smaller for two points

separated by a distance of a few kilometers.

Such a small variation of distance can however be detected through the phenomenon

of interference. A laser Michelson interferometer is very sensitive to di�erential
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length variations between its two arms and is ideally suited to the detection of grav-

itational waves.

In particular, Virgo is very sophisticated Michelson interferometer (see Fig. 2.1)

borne by a collaboration between INFN Italian and CNRS French and it is located

in Cascina near Pisa (Italy).

The commissioning of the Virgo interferometer begun in 2003. These e�orts led,

Figure 2.1: Optical scheme of a Fabry-Perot interferometer with power recycling.

The recycling mirror between the laser and the beam splitter re�ects the light back

to the interferometer which is locked on the dark fringe.

in 2007, to the �rst scienti�c run VSR1 in coincidence with LIGO (Laser Inter-

ferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory). After VSR1, during 2008 and half of

2009, the commissioning activity restarted and the interferometer underwent several

upgrades to further improve its sensitivity. In July 2009, Virgo started its second

science run (VSR2) in coincidence with the sixth science run (S6) of the two 4 km

long LIGO interferometers L1 and H1 (located in Livingston Parish -Louisiana- and
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Hanford -Washington State- respectively). At the beginning of 2010, the steel wire

used for the suspension is replaced with fused silica �bers monolithically bonded to

the mirror body [23]. In this way dissipative processes are expected to be largely

reduced resulting in lower thermal noise and better sensitivity at low frequency .

At August 2010 there was the VSR3 and in June 2011 Virgo started its fourth sci-

ence run (VSR4), just completed (September).

In parallel a Advanced Virgo detector is been designed, aiming at a sensitivity 10

times better than Virgo.

2.1 Michelson Interferometer detector

Figure 2.2: A diagram of a interferometer detector, where the time it takes light

to travel between suspended mirrors is measured with high precision using controlled

laser light.

A ground based Michelson interferometer detector may be considered free falling

(with respect to the horizontal plane) in a proper range of frequencies, if the mirror
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are �suspended�(Fig. 2.2).

The method to isolate a test mass m is to connect it to the noisy ground through a

spring. The best way to do this is to suspend the test mass as a pendulum. In this

case the restoring force is mostly gravitational and the dissipation is minimized.

Neglecting the dissipative term, the well known equation of motion of the mass m

is:

mẍ+ k (x− x0) = Fext (2.1)

where k is the spring sti�ness (k = mg
l
), x the suspension position and Fext is an

external force applied to the the mass.

In the frequency domain the solution is given by:

x(ω) =
ω2

0x0(ω) + Fext(ω)/m

ω2
0 − ω2

(2.2)

with ω0 = 2πf0 and f0 =
√
k/m is the oscillator resonant frequency.

For frequencies ω >> ω0 this equation becomes:

mω2x(ω) + Fext(ω) ≈ 0 (2.3)

and, getting back to the time domain, we �nd:

mẍ ≈ Fext(t) (2.4)

that is, the mass responds to the external force as it was free (see Eq.1.8).

In section 1.2 we calculated the e�ect of a gravitational wave on free-falling par-

ticles. Equation 2.4 shows that a optical components suspended to form pendulums

behaves like a freely falling one for frequencies of the impinging gravitational wave

above the pendulum resonant frequency. So, above a certain frequency, if a grav-

itational wave impinges on Michaelson interferometer with suspended mirror, the

mirror position will change according to Eq. 1.9

∆x =
1

2
hL (2.5)
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with L the arm length.

For a periodic gravitational waves propagating in the vertical (z) direction and with

polarization axes parallel to the arms of the interferometer
(
h = h0e

−iΩt), the length
variations of the x and y axis will be:

∆x =
1

2
h0e
−iΩt (2.6)

∆y = −1

2
h0e
−iΩt (2.7)

An analogous equation is worth for the optical paths phase di�erence ∆φ = 4π/λ (∆x

−∆y):

∆φ =
4πL

λ
h0e
−iΩt (2.8)

By measuring ∆φ it is possible to detect the gravitational wave. From Eq.

2.8 we observe that the phase-di�erence ∆φ is proportional to the arm length of

the interferometer. This is the reason for which, compatible with costs, long-arm

gravitational wave interferometers (a few Km) have been designed. Consider an

interferometer with arm-length of about 3 Km (like Virgo), if it is crossed by a grav-

itational wave of amplitude 10−21 (typical value at 10 Hz), the motion of the mirror

is of the order of 10−18 m. The weakness of this signals impose the construction of

apparatus extremely sensitive and complex.

2.2 Fundamental noises

As previously mentioned, an interferometric detector like VIRGO aims to measure

length variations below 10−18 m, that is about 1/1000 of a proton diameter. We need

a interferometer very sensitive on the frequencies band of the measure. Therefore

is very important the analysis and the reductions of the all noise that arise during

the detection. The noise sources that limits a detector sensitivity or in general one
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interesting signal are really numerous and they can be classi�ed with respect their

origin:

• Fundamental noise. Connected with intrinsic limit of the detector. Examples

can be seismic noise not completely �ltered by the super-attenuators shot-noise

that limits the photo-diodes output depending on the level of power hitting

them or suspension and mirror thermal noise.

• Control noises. These are those noises reintroduced in the system or ampli�ed

by the control loops used to maintain the correct operating point.

• Technical noise. More in general these are those noises coming not from fun-

damental limits but rather from the actual implementation of the detector.

An example is the beam jitter noise, namely how �uctuations of the beam

pointing at the interferometer input results in phase noise.

• Environmental noises, like electro-magnetic �elds coupling to the detector out-

put or to the coils used for the actuation, or acoustic and seismic vibration

outside the vacuum system that can re-enter the interferometer by means of

di�used and scattered light.

In particular in next sections we treat the fundamental noise sources and in the next

chapter we o�er a detailed study of the noise generated by the coupling between the

interferometer asymmetries and the input laser beam geometrical �uctuations, or

beam jitters.

2.2.1 Shot-noise and quantum limit

How predicted by the Heisemberg uncertainty relation, a quantum limit to the pre-

cision of position measurements exists.
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Actually, the ultimate noise which a�ects the phase shift at the output of the de-

tector is the photon counting noise ∆φpc due to the anticorrelated �uctuations of

the number of photons n in the interferometer arms, according to the uncertainty

relation < ∆φ2 > · < ∆n2 >≥ 1. For a photon coherent state ∆n =
√
n and we can

write the phase �uctuations due to photons counting error as:

< ∆φ2
pc >≈

1

n
=

hν

ηPT
(2.9)

where T is the measurement time, h is the Planck's constant, ν is the laser frequency,

P is the power of the input laser, η the quantum e�ciency of the photodiode so that

ηP is the power of the beam entering the interferometer. The linear spectral density

of this phase �uctuation is straightforward:

∆φ̃pc =

√
2hν

ηP
(2.10)

If we confront this noise with the amplitude of gravitational wave signal given

by the equation 2.8, we can �nd a limit for the minimum value of h̃ allowed:

h̃ =
λ

4πL

√
2~ω
ηP

[
1√
Hz

]
(2.11)

According to this equation, the level of this noise, usually called shot noise, can be

reduced by using longer arms and increasing the power of light circulating into the

interferometer.

Virgo and other detectors adopt Fabry-Perot cavities to amplify the phase shift

accumulated in the arms and the technique of power- recycling to increase the power

inside the ITF. At the same time an increase of the power increases the noise induced

by the �uctuations in the radiation pressure on the mirrors of the interferometer.

In fact, the mirrors are subject to a force F due to the radiation pressure:

F = 2n
~ω
c

(2.12)
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where n is the number of photons which hit the mirror per unit time. Each �uctua-

tion of the photon �ux causes a variation of the force F and then a displacement of

the mirror. The variation of phase-di�erence at the output of the interferometer as

function of frequency Ω is:

∆φ̃ =
4π

λ

√
8P~ω
MΩ2c

(2.13)

where M is the mass of the mirror. In this calculation we supposed the frequency

Ω is much greater than the resonance frequency of the pendulum which suspends

the mirror. If we sum the two contributions, that is the photons shot-noise and the

pressure �uctuations, we have:

∆φ̃ =

√
2~ω
ηP

+

(
4π

λ

)2
8P~ω

(MΩ2c)2 (2.14)

From this relation we see that it exists an optimal power Popt for which ∆φ̃ has a

minimum:

Popt =

(
1

2n

)2
Mc2

ω
Ω ⇒ ∆ ˜φQL =

4π

λ

1

η1/4

√
4~
Mω2

(2.15)

The quantity ∆ ˜φQL represents the quantum limit to determination of the phase.

2.2.2 Fabry-Perot cavities and recycling of light

The shot-noise limited sensitivity of a Michelson depends by the arms length L (Eq.

2.11). In order to amplify the optical path of the light inside the ITF, Fabry-Perot

cavities are inserted in the arms (see Fig. 2.1). When the cavity is at resonance the

phase shift induced by the gravitational wave's passage is increased, with respect to

the single mirror con�guration, proportionally to the Finesse F of the cavity.

The shot-noise limited sensitivity of a Michelson with Fabry-Perot cavities in the

arms is:

h̃shot =
λ

4 (L1 + L2)F

√
2~ω
ηP

√
1 +

(
f

fFP

)2 [
1√
Hz

]
(2.16)
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where L1 and L2 are the lengths of the two cavities and fFP = c/4LF is the Fabry-

Perot cut-o� frequency. For Virgo, the Finesse of the Fabry-Perot cavities is F = 50.

In order to increase the power impinging on the BS, the technique of light recy-

cling is applied.

If the interferometer is locked on the dark fringe (required to optimize the interfer-

ometer response), most of the power re�ected back to the laser can be recycled by

inserting an additional mirror between the laser and the beam splitter which re�ects

back the light towards the interferometer (see Fig. 2.1). The interferometer can be

described as a composite mirror which, together with the recycling mirror, forms a

recycling cavity to be kept in resonance. With this power recycling technique the

power stored into the arms can be increased by a large factor, thus reducing the

shot noise level (Eq. 2.11).

With respect to the previous con�guration, without PR, the shot-noise limit im-

proves by a factor 1/
√
Grec:

h̃shot =
λ

4 (L1 + L2)F

√
2~ω

ηGrecP

√
1 +

(
f

fFP

)2 [
1√
Hz

]
(2.17)

Grec is the maximum recycling gain and for Virgo is ≈ 50.

The linear spectral density of the shot noise is of the order of 10−23/
√
Hz, two orders

of magnitude less than would be obtained in simple Michelson con�guration. The

shot noise limits the Virgo sensitivity at high frequency, starting from 500−600Hz.

The other limiting fundamental noise sources in the low and mid frequency region

for this kind of detector are seismic noise and thermal noise. These are described

in the next paragraphs.
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2.2.3 Seismic noise

A ground based interferometric antenna su�ers of the permanent soil vibrations

induced by seismic activity, wind, oceans activity and human activity. They are

transmitted to the optical components throughout the suspension systems and the

resulting noise is the main limitation to the sensitivity of the receiver in the low

frequency range (0.1 Hz to 10 Hz) and falls o� quickly at higher frequencies.

Typical seismic noise levels are:

x(f) ≈ 10−7

f2
m/
√
Hz for 1Hz < f < 10Hz (2.18)

If these vibrations propagate to the mirror, producing a displacement xseismic(f), it

will be possible to detect a gravitational wave of amplitude h̃ only if h̃ > xseismic(f)/LL,

independently by the use of techniques of optical ampli�cation of the signal (delay-

line or Fabry-Perot).

It follows that it is possible to reduce the e�ect of vibrations induced by seismic

noise only by increasing the interferometer arm-length. But since it is not possible

to build interferometer with arm-length greater than a few Km, it is necessary to

implement very e�cient seismic noise attenuation systems. The typically attenua-

tion systems used consist of a chain of pendula in cascade.

Consider a mirror suspended to a pendulum with elastic constant k, mass m and

under a viscous damping b; the mirror displacement xseismic(f), induced by seismic

vibrations x(f) of the suspension point, is:

xseismic(f) = H(f)x(f) =
f 2

0

f0 − f 2 + if b
2πm

x(f) (2.19)

where H(f) is the transfer function of the oscillator and f0 = 1
2π

√
k
m

the cut-

frequency.
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At frequency f greater than the resonance:

H(f) ≈ f20
f2

for f > f0 (2.20)

that is, the oscillator acts as a �lter for frequencies over the resonance frequency f0.

Therefore, for a �xed frequency f > f0, we can increase the attenuation by lowering

the resonance frequency of the pendulum and by using several pendula in cascade.

By the way, at the resonance an input signal is ampli�ed of a factor Q = 2πmf0/b.

So it is important for the system to be highly dissipative, i.e. with a very low Q.

2.2.4 Thermal noise

Thermal noise constitutes the most important noise source in the band from some

dozen Hz to many hundred Hz. It represents the �uctuation of a macroscopic ob-

servable of the system at the thermodynamic equilibrium with the ambient, due to

the thermal agitation of the microscopic elements constituting it.

For this reason this noise comes out to be an unavoidable limit for the precision of

many measurements. In the interferometers this noise enters the sensitivity in the

following ways:

• suspension thermal noise, which is responsible for displacement of the mir-

rors center of mass. It has three di�erent sources:

I. pendulum mode thermal oscillation,

II. vertical mode thermal oscillation,

III. violin modes thermal oscillation;

[I.]

• mirror thermal noise (in the bulk and in the coating), which can be

divided into:
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1. Brownian thermal noise,

2. thermoelastic noise,

3. thermorefractive noise.

Thermal noise is associated with internal dissipation phenomena. According to

the �uctuation-dissipation theorem [22], dissipation phenomena are connected to a

stochastic motion of the system itself.

For a linear mechanical system, we can write its equation of motion in the frequency

domain in terms of an external force Fext(ω) necessary to cause the system to move

with a sinusoidal velocity of amplitude v(ω):

Fext(ω) = Z(ω)v(ω) (2.21)

where the function Z(ω) is called the impedance. The �uctuation-dissipation the-

orem states that, at thermodynamic equilibrium, the power spectrum F 2
therm(ω) of

the minimal �uctuating force on a system is given by:

F 2
therm(ω) = 4kBTR (Z(ω)) (2.22)

where R (Z) indicates the real (i.e. dissipative) part of the impedance, kB is the

Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature.

This stochastic force produces a Brownian motion of the system with power spectral

density given by:

x2
t (ω) =

4kBTR (Z)

ω2 |Z(ω)|2
(2.23)

In the typical case of an oscillator damped by dissipative force proportional to the

velocity, R (Z(ω)) becomes a constant (R (Z(ω)) = m/τ) depending by the mass m

and the time constant τ . If the oscillator resonance frequency is ω0 =
√
k/m, the

power spectral density of the displacement due to the thermal noise is:

x2
t (ω) =

4kBTm/τ

m2
[
(ω2 − ω2

0)
2

+ (ω/τ)2
] (2.24)
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For the pendulum mode of the suspension, the resonance frequency ω0 is below the

bandwidth (ω0 << ω) for the detection of gravitational waves, so the Eq. 2.24

becomes:

xt(ω) =

√
4kBTm/τ

mω2
=

1

ω2

√
4kBTω0

mQ
(2.25)

where Q = ω0 is the suspension quality factor. Then thermal noise e�ect decreases

with increasing the frequency ω. Moreover, by Eq. 2.25 we see that the e�ect of

thermal noise can be reduced by increasing the suspension quality factor Q and by

increasing the mass of the mirror.

The noise due to the resonance modes of the mirror can be described as a set of

oscillators corresponding to its normal modes. In this case the frequencies are of

the order of several kHz, then above the bandwidth of detection; so the Eq. 2.25

becomes:

xt(ω) =

√∑
i

4kBTmi/τi
m2
iω

4
i

=

√∑
i

4kBT

miQiω3
i

(2.26)

where mi is the e�ective mass of the mirror corresponding to the normal mode

i with resonance frequency ωi. We can see that the thermal noise e�ect decreases

with increasing of the mirror Q factor and with increasing of the resonance frequency

ωi. Finally, we can notice that, as for the seismic noise, also for the thermal noise

there is a decreases (with L−1) of the interferometer sensitivity independently by the

use of techniques of optical ampli�cation of the signal (delay-line or Fabry-Perot).

2.3 Virgo+ Experiment

Virgo+ is the new version technology upgraded of Virgo detector, designed to detect

gravitational waves of both astrophysical and cosmological origin in the frequency

range from a few Hz to a few kHz.

With sensitivity in spectral density h of about 10−23 1√
Hz
÷10−22 1√

Hz
in a frequency
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range near 100 Hz.

This corresponds, in terms of relative displacements of the test masses, to measure

length variations of less than 10−19 m
Hz

.

Clearly a so strong requirement need the extremely sophisticated experimental tech-

nique to be satis�ed.

Since 2007 Virgo completed three scienti�c data taking periods (Virgo Science

Figure 2.3: Virgo detector measured sensitivities during the past and present science

run. Design sensitivities are also included for Virgo with steel wire suspensions, with

monolithic suspension and for Advanced Virgo.

Run 1 to 3) and started recently (on June 3rd 2011) its fourth run. The �rst three

periods were carried out in partial or complete coincidence with similar runs of the

LIGO [1] detectors. The use of three detectors at the same time allows a reduction

of background events by selecting only those events with triple coincidence. Be-

tween VSR2 and VSR3 the Virgo detector in a new version technology upgraded

Virgo+ by replacing the lower part of each suspension chain (the payload); see the
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Virgo+MS design curve in Fig. 2.3.

Such monolithic suspensions were installed with the goal of reducing the thermal

noise contribution to the detector sensitivity and to test this new technology in view

of the Advanced Virgo upgrade [2]. The fourth science run (VSR4) is planned to

continue until 5 September 2011. After this date a long shutdown is planned to

install all the upgrades needed to implement Advanced Virgo. The goal is to im-

prove the design sensitivity of the detector of a factor 10 with respect to the �rst

generations. Early runs are expected, in coincidence with Advanced LIGO [3], at

the end of 2015.

2.3.1 Virgo+ Overall Design

Figure 2.4: Virgo optical layout. The main symbols are de�ned in the text.

The optical design of Virgo+ is sketched in Fig. 2.4. A 20 W laser beam at
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1064 nm is produced by a Nd:YVO4 high power laser, injection-locked to a solid

state 1WNd:YAG master laser. The beam, after passing through the optical table

for its alignment, enters the vacuum system, reaching the input optical bench (IB),

suspended by a reduced-size seismic-isolation system (see below). The beam is then

spatially �ltered by a 144 m long triangular cavity (input mode cleaner - IMC)

with the input and end mirrors assembled on the IB, and the intermediate mirror

suspended at 144 m (Mode Cleaner - MC mirror). This additional cavity selects the

optical fundamental mode (the Gaussian TEM00 mode), suppressing the high-order

modes. The IMC is also used as a reference to pre-stabilize the laser beam frequency.

The IMC length is stabilized in the low frequency range (below a few tens of Hz,

where seismic noise and other spurious mechanisms induce �uctuations of the cavity

length) by using as a reference a rigid 30 cm-long reference cavity (RFC), placed

under the IB. After the IMC, the beam passes through the power recycling mirror

(PR), is separated by the beam splitter (BS) and enters the two long Fabry-Perot

cavities (North and West cavity). The nominal Finesse of the arm cavities is 50, with

an input mirror power transmittance of 11.7% and the end mirror having almost

full re�ectivity (power transmittance around 3 x 10−4). The Gaussian beam radius

(i.e. the distance from the optical axis at which the �eld amplitude and intensity

drops to 1/e and 1/e2) is 6 cm at the end curved mirror, while the minimum radius

(beam waist) is on the �at input mirror (2 cm). The PR is a semi-transparent mirror

located between the laser source and the beam splitter and has a re�ectivity towards

the interferometer around 95%. As discussed in section 2.2.2, this mirror forms an

additional Fabry-Perot cavity between the whole interferometer and itself. In this

way the power impinging onto the BS is ampli�ed by a factor around 50.

The output interference signal is reconstructed by the photodiode B1, made by a set

of high-quantum e�ciency InGaAs photodiodes. This photodiode is assembled on
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a bench, outside the vacuum system. The output beam, before reaching B1, passes

through a monolithic 2.5 cm long cavity (output mode cleaner - OMC), located on

a bench suspended in vacuum. The OMC is designed to �lter high-order optical

modes, originating from misalignments and optical defects. The other photo- diodes

(labelled by �B� in Fig. 2.4) are used as feed-back error signals, to �x the longitudinal

lengths of the interferometer (cavity resonance condition and destructive interference

on B1) with a very high level of accuracy (around 10−12 ÷ 10−10 m). The longitudinal

control is done using the RF-modulation of the beam light by means of the Pound-

Drever technique. In order to optimize the contrast in the interference pattern, the

interferometer mirrors must be aligned with each another and with respect to the

beam with a nanoradian accuracy. This is done using a feedback based on the error

signals coming from the quadrant photodiodes (labeled by �Q� in Fig. 2.4).

All the six main Virgo mirrors (Power Recycling, Beam Splitter, North Input, North

End, West Input, West End, with obvious notations in Fig. 2.4) are suspended from

a Superattenuator (see Fig. 2.5). The other optical components, whose displacement

does not induce an apparent arm variation (since they are located before the beam

injection to the interferometer, or after the recombination of the beams) have less

stringent isolation requirements. For this reason IB, MC and DB are suspended

from shorter Superattenuators, having only two mechanical �lters. The mirror and

its Reference Mass are suspended in parallel from a Marionette, attached to the

last �lter of the chain by a steel wire. Longitudinal and angular forces for the

interferometer locking and alignment can be applied both to the Marionette and to

the mirror by coil-magnet actuators, with coils assembled on the last �lter of the

chain and on the Reference Mass.

In order to reduce the variations of the refraction index, due to the gas density

�uctuations, the entire interferometer must be kept in vacuum (at a pressure less
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Figure 2.5: The left panel is the image of the entire Virgo superattenuator. The right

panel presents comparison of the spectral density of seismic noise at the ground and

that at the mirror. The Virgo superattenuator provides suppression of the amplitude

spectral density of noise by 15 orders of magnitude at 10 Hz frequency.

than 10−8 mbar to meet Virgo and Virgo+ requirements, with a good safety margin).

For this reason, each of the long Fabry-Perot cavities is contained in a 3 km-long

vacuum pipe, with a diameter of 1.2 m.

2.3.2 Injection System

The laser system is accommodated in air, on an optical bench resting on the ground

(Fig. 2.6). The master laser is a 1W Nd:YAG Non Planar Ring Oscillator (from

Innolight Company). A 20 W-high power laser from Laser Zentrum Hannover (slave

laser) is locked to the light coming from the master one. The feed-back allows

transferring the large frequency stability performance of the master laser to the
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Figure 2.6: The Virgo Injection System. The Master and Slave Laser bench is on

the bottom left. The light goes to the External Injection Bench on the bottom right.

The Suspended Injection Bench top and down views are shown on the top right and

left respectively.

high power slave laser. The optics located on the external injection bench (EIB),

resting on the ground, and accommodated in an acoustically isolated environment,

steers the beam to be injected to the IMC (Bondu et al., 2002). Thanks to its

high Finesse (around 1000), the IMC cavity gives a strong suppression of the higher

modes, di�erent from the fundamental Gaussian one, strongly reducing the beam

geometry �uctuations, in particular the beam pointing jitter (how we will discuss

in the next chapter). The IMC �lters also the laser frequency and the amplitude

�uctuations, above its cut-o� frequency at the cavity pole (around 500 Hz). In a
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144 m-long cavity, the free-spectral range (that is the frequency-distance between

two consecutive resonances in the transmission spectrum) is around 1 MHz. As a

consequence, a so long cavity allows to transmit to the interferometer any multiple

of 1 MHz, giving us a large �exibility in choosing the RF-modulation frequencies to

be transmitted to the interferometer for the longitudinal and angular control.

The locking of the laser frequency on the IMC length is made by using the Pound-

Drever technique and the piezoelectric actuators of the master laser. The 30 cm-long

reference cavity, assembled on the IB, is made by an ultra-low thermal expansion

coe�cient ceramic, and supports three mirrors. As already mentioned, this high-

Finesse cavity (1000) is used to stabilize the IMC length in the low frequency range.

A pre-stabilization of the laser frequency, around 10−2 1
Hz

in the Virgo detection

band, is achieved in this way. This pre-stabilization is a mandatory step to achieve

both the locking of the interferometer and the �nal frequency stabilization.

In Virgo only 50% of the available light of the laser (corresponding to about 8-9 W)

in the IMC is transmitted to the interferometer. This is due to optical losses taking

place on the various optical components.

A Faraday isolator, located on the IB, turned out to be necessary to prevent spurious

light scattered o� the interferometer to re-enter the IMC. At the output of the

injection system, before entering the interferometer a small portion of the light is

picked up. Its power �uctuations are monitored by a photodiode and a correction

sent to the current of the slave laser. This feed-back allows one to have a beam

at the input of the interferometer with the required power stability, i.e. a relative

intensity noise (δP/P ) about 10−8 1
Hz

. A local control system allows one to �x the

position of the IB and of the MC with respect to the ground, with accuracy below

1 µm (or 1µrad, in angle). This allows a good pre-alignment of the cavity necessary

for the laser locking on the IMC. After the locking, the automatic alignment system,
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based on quadrant photodiodes, allows low-noise angular control of the mirrors.

2.3.3 Detection System

Figure 2.7: Schematic view of the detection system. B1 is the dark fringe beam and

B5 is the beam re�ected by the second face of the Beam Splitter mirror. B1p is a

small fraction of B1 extracted before the output mode cleaner (OMC) and B1s is the

beam re�ected by the OMC.

This optical system is designed to detect the beams coming from the interfer-

ometer output ports. As already shown (Fig.2.4), the photodiode B1 (assembled on

an external bench) is placed along the interference beam, and is used to measure

the gravitational wave signal. The beam re�ected from the second face of the BS

impinges on the photodiode B5, assembled on the same bench of B1. The two beams

transmitted through the 3 km-long cavities are detected by the two photodiodes B7

and B8 on the external optical benches of the terminal buildings. The beam re-
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�ected by the interferometer is monitored by the photodiode B2, assembled on the

injection bench. Additional high quality optics are necessary to adapt the beam size

to the photo-detectors, and to handle the several beams impinging on the detection

bench. The main photodiode (B1) must detect variations of light power of 10−10 W

at the modulation frequency, corresponding to a di�erential deformation of the arm

length, smaller than 10−19 m. Additionally, the residual swing of the mirror at very

low frequencies (of the order of 10−12 m, once the interferometer is locked) causes

large �uctuations of the light intensity. This puts severe constraints on the dynamic

range and residual noise of the photodiodes and their read-out system.

The OMC (see Fig.2.7) is a 2.5 cm-long triangular optical cavity, made by silica

and with a Finesse of 50. The large cavity bandwidth (around 75 MHz) allows the

transmission of both the carrier and the sidebands in the same Airy peak. As shown

in Fig. 2.7, the interference pattern before the OMC is detected by the photodiode

B1p. The cavity length is controlled by varying the OMC temperature, using a

Peltier cell (that is a small solid-state heat pump made of a thin slab able to absorb

or emit heat, depending on the current applied to its extremities). The OMC is kept

on resonance by modulating the cavity length at 28 kHz with a piezoelectric device

and detecting the error signal synchronously. In this way, the length of the cavity

is controlled with an accuracy by about 10−10 m. Since a variation of the OMC

length in the detection band would simulate the passage of a gravitational wave,

the bench in vacuum is suspended from a short Superattenuator, in order to �lter

seismic vibrations. A Faraday isolator is also assembled on the suspended bench, in

order to avoid the light being back scattered from the photodiodes and recombining

with the main beam. The position of the suspended bench is controlled in feedback

in all six degrees of freedom by using a digital camera as a sensor and coil- magnet

actuators. The required accuracy in the detection band of a few 10−7 rad/
√
Hz
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in angles and of few 10−8 m/
√
Hz in the longitudinal degrees of freedom has been

achieved.

2.3.4 Sensitivity

It is interesting to see how the various noise levels discussed above re�ect on the

sensitivity of an actual interferometer like the Virgo+ one (Fig. 2.8).

In Fig. 2.8 we can see the main limiting noises.

Figure 2.8: Design sensitivity of Virgo, as a function of frequency. The coloured

curves show the main limiting noises: seismic noise up to 4 Hz, thermal noise up

to 100 Hz and shot noise at higher frequencies.

Once the antenna is isolated from ground seismic noise, thermal displacements in-

duced by pendulum dissipations in the mirror suspensions (pendulum thermal noise)

limit the sensitivity up to a few tens of Hz.

At higher frequency, the thermal noise induced by dissipation inside the mirror (mir-
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ror thermal noise) is dominant, up to a few hundreds of Hz.

Above this frequency, the antenna sensitivity is mainly suppressed by the shot-noise

in the photo-detection. Many other spurious mechanisms, named technical noise,

limit the interferometer performance.

During VSR2 the Virgo detector reached a sensitivity very close to the design one,

see again Fig. 2.3.

Afterwards, the steel wire of the suspension has been replaced with fused silica

Figure 2.9: Virgo+ design sensitivity with monolithic suspensions (black), compared

to the VSR2 sensitivity (red).

�bers monolithically. In this way dissipative processes are expected to be largely

reduced resulting in lower thermal noise and better sensitivity at low frequency (see

the Virgo+MS design curve in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.9). However, with the VSR3, the

detector sensitivity was not as good as expected and even slightly worse than the

one obtained during VSR2. The main reason was that the four arm mirrors needed

to be replaced and the new ones showed radius of curvature and losses asymmetries
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much larger than before, resulting in a worse contrast of the interferometer. This in

turn increased signi�cantly the amount of spurious light reaching the output port,

causing scattered light which was the main limiting noise source during VSR3. After

the end of the run these problems have been tackled in two ways. A better dumping

of the spurious light at dark port was implemented. Moreover a system to actively

change the end mirror radius of curvature has been designed and installed. With

these two systems it was possible to reduce by about a factor 3 the amount of power

reaching the dark port and also to improve the interferometer contrast by a large

amount. In this condition the fourth Virgo Science Run started, with improved

sensitivity with respect to VSR2, see Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.10.

The most important result so far is the sensitivity improvement below 50 Hz. In

Figure 2.10: The last measured Virgo sensitivity curve is shown here in the range

10 Hz-10 kHz.

this region the noise level was signi�cantly reduced with respect to before the mono-

lithic suspension installation. More commissioning work will be needed to further
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push the sensitivity signi�cantly below the steel-wire thermal noise limit and fully

demonstrate the improvemt coming from the installation of monolithic suspensions.

2.4 Advanced detector projects

Figure 2.11: Advanced Virgo Reference Design. Optical scheme, following the beam

from the laser to the dark port: high power laser, triangular input mode cleaner,

Faraday Isolator (FI), folded power recycling cavity, beam splitter, compensation

plates, 3 km Fabry-Perot cavities, SR cavity, output mode cleaner, dark fringe pho-

todiode. An image of the Virgo superattenuator is shown.
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The Advanced Virgo funding has been approved by INFN and CNRS at the end

of 2009.

In order to increase the interferometer sensitivity at higher frequencies the laser in-

put power will be around 200 W (with 125 W injected into the interferometer).

The AdV optical layout is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. In order to reduce the shot-noise,

the light power circulating in the arms is maximized by increasing either the Finesse

of the arm cavity up to around 900 (150 in Virgo+ and 50 in Virgo) and, accord-

ing to the expected interferometer losses, the Finesse of the Power Recycling cavity

(around 70). In this con�guration, the laser power impinging on the beam splitter

is 2.7 kW and 760 kW in the arm cavities.

A beam waist of 8.5 mm will be set close to the center of the cavity, in order to have

a beam spot around 6 cm in radius on both cavity mirrors. These are the largest

spots that can be accepted with a mirror small enough to be machined with a good

optical surface.

The present baseline foresees the use of dual recycling Fabry-Perot Michelson Inter-

ferometer, so that there will be a combination of power recycling and signal recycling.

The response of an interferometer with dual recycling is given by a combination of

dual recycling parameters, and the arm cavity Finesse. The dual recycling mirror

transmittance changes the Finesse of the dual recycling cavity, and so the band-

width of the detector, whereas the �ne tuning of the length a�ects the cavity central

frequency and, as a consequence, the frequency of the antenna peak sensitivity.

The sensitivities achievable in Adv Virgo for di�erent choices of the dual recycling

parameters are discussed in Adv Virgo Baseline Design, 2009 [2]. It is important to

stress that, once �xed the mirror transmittance is �xed, the tuning of the sensitivity

peak can be performed remotely, by adjusting the dual recycling mirror position by

just a few tens of nanometers.
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2.4.1 High Power Laser

The Adv Virgo laser will have a power of about 200 W (four times that of Virgo+),

with the goal to deliver at least 125 W in ITF input in the Gaussian fundamental

mode, after mode �ltering at the input of the injection system and the pre-mode

cleaner, located on the external bench.

The laser is based on the so called DPSSL technology (Diode Pump Solid State

Laser), that foresees the use of a master laser and two stages of ampli�cation. The

possibility to use a �ber ampli�er to achieve these speci�cations is presently under

study.

2.4.2 Advanced Virgo Injection System

Figure 2.12: Schematic of Advanced Virgo INJ subsystem baseline solution.

The working principle of the Adv Virgo injection system is identical to the Virgo

one, with the IMC used as a reference to lock the laser frequency, and the reference

cavity to stabilize the IMC length in the low frequency range (see Fig. 2.12). The
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same geometry, Finesse and reference cavity of Virgo, will be used. The main

e�ort concerns the optical properties of the cavity mirrors, that must have a coating

absorption below 1 ppm, and a RMS micro-roughness less than 1 nm. This will

reduce thermal e�ects and diminish optical losses. Other stringent requirements for

the Adv Virgo Injection system, such as a small intensity noise of the beam sent

to the interferometer (that must be less than 3 · 10−9
√
Hz at 10 Hz) are reported

in [2]. After the IMC the intensity stabilization system, similar to the Virgo one,

will provide the signal for stabilizing the laser relative intensity noise, and reach the

requirements.

2.4.3 Advanced Virgo Mirrors

The baseline foresees the use of Fabry-Perot cavity mirrors with a diameter of 35 cm

and a 20 cm thickness (the same diameter as the Virgo mirrors but twice as thick and

heavy). This choice will enable reduction of the pendulum thermal noise (scaling

with the inverse of the square root of the mirror mass) and the radiation pressure

noise. A mirror substrate made by a new fused silica, with a bulk absorption three

times smaller than the one used in Virgo (keeping the same quality factor, refraction

index homogeneity, and residual strain) has been selected. The roughness of the

mirror must be reduced from the present value of a few nm (corresponding to 300

ppm of optical losses) down to fractions of nm, to ful�ll the requirement to have

75 ppm of optical losses. For what concerns the mechanical losses, the dominant

dissipation mechanism in the mirror is still the coating. The lower dissipations have

been measured on Ta2O5 (Tantalum Pentaoxide) coating, with a Ti doping (about

1.6 to 1.8 10−4, in comparison with typical values around of 2 · 10−4).
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2.4.4 Advanced Virgo Thermal Compensation System

Figure 2.13: Advanced Virgo TCS layout: the green dots represent the test masses

shielded ring heaters, the blue rectangles represent compensation plates.

The wave-front distortions and the deformation of the high re�ectivity mirror

surface are corrected by applying an external CO2 laser on both faces of each cavity

input mirror (see Fig 2.13). As for Virgo+, the major problem concerns �uctuations

of the laser intensity that can induce a spurious displacement of the mirror. In

Adv Virgo the relative intensity noise of the CO2 laser must be reduced by about a

factor ten with respect to Virgo+. This requirement is considered too challenging,

and thus a new transmission optic (Compensation Plate) will be suspended to the

Superattenuator in the recycling cavity, behind the input mirror. The CO2 laser will

be used to adjust the lens compensation in order to correct for the optical wave front

distortion occurring on the mirror. In this way, the CO2 laser radiation pressure

has no e�ect on the high re�ectivity surface of the mirror in the cavity, where the
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measurement of the arm di�erential motion (i.e. of the gravitational wave e�ect)

takes place.

2.4.5 Other Improvements

A total pressure of 10−9 mbar is necessary to ensure the noise induced by the residual

gas is below the lowest point of the Adv Virgo sensititivity curve (around 3 ·10−24 1
Hz

at 300 Hz). Cryogenic traps will be used to separate the long pipes containing the

arms of the interferometer and the central area vacuum chambers, where the Su-

perattenuator and the optical payloads are located. This will allow a bake-out to

be performed on the tube, without a�ecting the sophisticated components around

the mirrors and its suspensions. Signi�cant work will be necessary on the Virgo

infrastructure to reduce the anthropogenic noise inside the experimental buildings.

In particular, quieter machines and adequate acoustically insulated rooms around

the external benches will be implemented. The strategy to achieve a stable locking

and alignment, and the corresponding control noise, are to be determined. High

accuracies (two orders of magnitude better than Virgo) in longitudinal length con-

trol will be required in order to avoid the re-injection of noise due to beam power

�uctuations.

The locking of a high-Finesse cavity is a challenging operation, since the crossing

time of the resonance gets smaller as the Finesse increases. One technique to over-

come this problem is to use an additional laser, with a di�erent wavelength in order

decrease mirror re�ectivity (5-15 %), and thus lower cavity Finesse. Once the cavity

is locked on the additional laser, it is set in a deterministic way to its working point,

where the main laser is at the resonance, and the main error signals can be used.

An o�set in the auxiliary laser error signals is introduced, and a smooth transition

to lock the cavity on the interferometer laser can be performed.
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2.4.6 Advanced Virgo Design Sensitivity

Figure 2.14: Reference Advanced Virgo sensitivity and expected noise contributions.

It has been calculated with SR mirror transmittance of 11 % and SR phase of 0.15

rad, 125 W of laser power entering the interferometer, cavity �nesse of 888 and PR

factor of 21.5. The chosen SR tuning optimizes the inspiral range for coalescing

binary neutron stars. The Virgo design sensitivity is shown for the sake of compar-

ison.

The Adv Virgo detector has the goal to contribute bringing the gravitational

waves into maturity, by achieving an improvement in sensitivity of about a factor

of 10 or better with respect to the initial Virgo design sensitivity.

Adv Virgo will harvest its scienti�c potential thanks to the close collaboration with

the Advanced LIGO detectors, constituting a long baseline network of observatories,

capable to coherently exploit the time, amplitude and phase information coming
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from the di�erent sites, thus reconstructing the source position, the polarization of

the impinging waves, ultimately giving access to the physics of the sources.

The Adv Virgo reference sensitivity as well as the main noise contributions are shown

in Fig. 2.14. The curve is calculated using the parameters in tables 2.1 and 2.2.

The SR parameters have been chosen in order to maximize the sight distance for

Binary Neutron Stars (BNS). The corresponding inspiral ranges are ≈ 150 Mpc for

BNS and ≈ 1.1 Gpc for 10 M� Binary Black Holes (BBH).

As already mentioned, the presence of the SR cavity allows to think of Adv Virgo as

a tuneable detector: the sensitivity curve can be shaped in order to optimize it for

targeting di�erent astrophysical sources. The SR mirror transmittance in�uences

the detector bandwidth, while the microscopic lenght of the SR cavity changes the

frequency of the maximal sensitivity.

Fig. 2.15 shows some examples of sensitivity curves obtained with di�erent tunings.

With respect to the reference sensitivity (optimized for BNS) one can:

• enhance the low frequency response in order to increase the detectability of

large mass BBH (green curve in Fig. 2.15). This also requires lowering the

input power;

• enhance the sensitivity in a certain frequency range, narrow banding the re-

sponse (cyan curve in Fig. 2.15). This is indicated to target young pulsars;

• widen the detector response and increase the high frequency sensitivity for

burst search (blue curve in Fig. 2.15).
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AdV Overview, Part I
Subsystem and Parameters AdV Preliminary Design Initial Virgo Implementation

mycolor Sensitivity

Binary Neutron Star Inspiral Range 145Mpc 11Mpc

Anticipated Strain Sensitivity 3.5 · 10−24/
√
Hz 4 · 10−23/

√
Hz

Displacement Sensitivity 1 · 10−20 m/
√
Hz 1 · 10−19 m/

√
Hz

mycolor Instrument Topology

Interferometer Michelson Michelson

Power Enhancement Arm cavities and Power Recycling Arm cavities and Power Recycling

Signal Enhancement Signal Recycling n.a.

mycolor Laser and Optical Powers

Laser Wavelength 1064 nm 1064 nm

Optical Power at Laser Output at least 165W 20W

Optical Power at Interferometer Input 125W 8W

Optical Power at Test Masses 760 kW (TBC) 4 kW (TBC)

Optical Power on Beam Splitter 2.7 kW 0.3 kW

mycolor Test Masses

Mirror Material Fused Silica Fused Silica

Main Test Mass Diameter 35 cm 35 cm

Main Test Mass Weight 42 kg 21 kg

mycolor Test Mass Surfaces and Coatings

Coating Material Ti doped Ta2O5 Ta2O5

Roughness < 1 Angstrom < 0.5 Angstrom

Flatness 0.5 nm RMS <8 nm RMS

Losses per Surface 37.5 ppm 250 ppm (measured)

Test Mass ROC Input Mirror = 1416m End Mirror = 1646m Input Mirror = �at End Mirror = 3600m

Beam Radius at Input Mirror 56mm 21mm

mycolor Thermal Compensation

Thermal Actuators CO2-Lasers and Ring Heater CO2-Lasers

Actuation Points Compensation Plates and directly at Mirrors Directly at Mirrors

Table 2.1: Main parameters of the AdV Preliminary Design (PART I)
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AdV Overview, Part II
Subsystem and Parameters AdV Preliminary Design Initial Virgo Implementation

mycolor Suspension

Seismic Isolation System Superattenuator Superattenuator

Degrees of Freedom of Inverted Pendulum Inertial Control 6 4

Suspension Fibres Fused Silica Fibres (tapered) Steel Wires

mycolor Vacuum System

Pressure 2 · 10−9 mbar 2 · 10−7 mbar

mycolor Injection System

Input mode cleaner throughput > 90% 85% (meas.)

mycolor Detection System

GW Signal Readout DC-Readout Heterodyne (RF)

Output Mode Cleaner Suppression RF Sidebands and Higher Order Modes Higher Order Modes

Main Photo Diode Environment in Vacuum in Air

mycolor Lengths

Arm Cavity Length 3 km 3 km

Input Mode Cleaner 144m 144m

Power Recycling Cavity 24m 10m

Signal Recycling Cavity TBD n.a.

mycolor Test Masses

Mirror Material Fused Silica Fused Silica

Main Test Mass Diameter 35 cm 35 cm

Main Test Mass Weight 42 kg 21 kg

mycolor Interferometric Sensing and Control

Lock Acquisition Strategy Auxiliary Lasers (di�erent wavelength) Main Laser

Number of RF Modulations 3 1

Schnupp Asymmetry 4 cm 85 cm

Recycling Cavity Design Non-degenerate Marginally stable

mycolor Signal Recycling Parameter

Signal Recycling Mirror Transmittance 11% n.a.

Signal Recycling Tuning 0.15 rad n.a.

Table 2.2: Main parameters of the AdV Preliminary Design (PART II)
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Figure 2.15: Tuning the Adv Virgo sensitivity by changing the SR parameters. The

red curve corresponds to the reference sensitivity of Fig. 2.14 and maximizes the

inspiral range for BNS. The green curve is optimized for BBH detection (BH of 10

M� are considered) and is obtained with a low input power (9 W). The cyan curve

shows a narrow band tuning, useful to target a monochromatic source, while the blue

�wide-band� tuning allows to improve the high frequency sensitivity .
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Chapter 3

Beam Jitter Noise Contribution in

Virgo and Advanced Virgo

The VIRGO Science Collaboration plans to upgrade the currently commissioned

VIRGO interferometer with the second generation detectors. Advanced VIRGO de-

tectors are designed to have sensitivities near the standard quantum-limit (SQL).

This requires that all technical and not-fundamental noise sources are well sup-

pressed. One of these technical noise sources is the beam jitter in conjunction with

slightly misaligned mirrors.

As beam jitter is intended the time dependent changes in the location or propaga-

tion direction of the impinging laser �eld originates in the laser and at unsuspended

optical components which steer the laser into the main interferometer.

Practically, these �uctuations in position and in direction of the input laser couple

to misalignments of the mirrors forming the interferometer and potentially decrease

the detector sensitivity.

So, the fundamental source for beam jitter noise is any motion of the optical ele-

ments at the Input of the Interferometer (like the mode matching telescope).
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The laser jitter e�ects can be neglected when their contribution to the dark fringe is

at least one order of magnitude smaller than the contributions from the fundamental

noise sources (this �rule� applies to all technical noise).

In Fig. 3.1 we can observe the jitter noise projection on Virgo sensitivity: compari-

son with Virgo+ design curve.

We can see that the beam jitter limits the sensitivity at around 40Hz.

Figure 3.1: Jitter noise projection on Virgo sensitivity: comparison with Virgo+

design curve.

In the other regions it would be compliant with Virgo but it is not su�ciently low

to be compliant with Virgo+ sensitivity.

In Ad-Virgo the sensitivity will be a factor 10 higher than Virgo and so the beam

jitter noise for Adv Virgo won't be negligible if the injection system is not improved.
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For frequencies under 100 Hz, as shown in Fig. 3.2 and in the follows sections, we

show in the following that this issue comes from the vibrations of the two injection

benches: Laser Bench (LB) and External Injection Bench (EIB) (see Fig. 2.6).

To improve the beam jitter at low frequency, we propose to place the optical

Figure 3.2: Correlation between the vertical BMS photodiode and the dark fringe for

frequencies below than 100 Hz.

benches on pneumatic isolation systems enabling to lower the seismic noise by a

factor of 100 at 10 Hz.

In following part of PhD work will be shown: it consists in modeling analytically

the whole chain of beam jitter noise propagation from the laser to the dark port, to

set requirements for the systems.

Starting from the Virgo optical layout, a preliminary step has been to evaluate

how the seismic vibrations of the optical injection system are coupled to spurious

misalignments of the interferometer mirrors. Only after, it has been possible to take

into account the Adv Virgo optical con�guration. In case of Adv Virgo, the optical

layout is remarkable more complex and a detailed analysis has been necessary to set

the critical parameters and requirements in order to obtain a beam jitter noise low
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enough to be compliant with Adv-Virgo sensitivity.

3.1 Estimation of Input Beam Jitter at Input of In-

terferometer

In this section it is described the formalism which can be used to study the problem

of dynamic misalignments in the injection system, in particular how the seismic

vibrations of the optical injection system are coupled to the TEM00 input beam.

In Fig. 3.3 it is shown an arrangement of the interferometer input optical benches

that we take in account in the analytical analysis of the beam jitter noise. The goal

Figure 3.3: Arrangement of the interferometer injection system composed of: laser

bench �LB�, external injection bench �EIB�, where it is installed the monitoring sys-

tem of the beam �BMS� which is used to keep the laser beam in a �xed position, the

input mode cleaner �IMC� for the spatially �ltering of beam (selecting the TEM00

mode) and the suspended injection bench where it is mounted the input beam mode-

matching telescope.

is to characterize the angular misalignment at the injection system output and so,

at interferometer input.

The general concept of using the ABCD matrix formalism is explained in the next
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sections.

We used a suitably extended formalism to analyses the o�-axis path of the beams

in the injection system.

3.1.1 Input Beam Jitter with respect to Optical Bench Motion

In this section we want to estimate how the motion of the optical bench (EIB) is

creating beam jitter trough the optics on the bench, Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.4: System Layout.

For this purpose, as a �rst approximation, we can assume that the beam coming

from the LB, appears to be perfectly aligned with the optical axis and we want to

evaluate what is the jitter of the beam at the output of the EIB when the optical

elements mounted on the bench are tilted or displaced with respect the optical axis
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due to seismic vibrations of the EIB itself.

Using the ray matrix algebra, in one degree of freedom:

• the input beam will be described by a column vector (xin, αin, 1) where xin

and αin are the longitudinal and angular misalignments;

• the optics will be described by a convenient 3x3 matrix "ABCDEF";

• the beam transmitted by the optical system will be a column vector (xt, αt, 1),

given by: 
xt

αt

1

 =


A B E

C D F

0 0 1

 ∗


xin

αin

1


In the ideal case where the input beam is not misaligned, we can write:

xt

αt

1

 =


E

F

1


In the real case, the input beam is not perfectly aligned with the optical axis, so

the input jitter is coupled with the seismic motion of the EIB optics through the

submatrix

 A B

C D

 and the transmitted jitter at the EIB output will be given

by: 
xt

αt

1

 =


Axin +Bαin + E

Cxin +Dαin + F

1


We summarize a calculation of the beam jitter noise at the output of EIB.

The �gure 3.4 shows the setup used in this calculation. It de�nes several lengths

and mirrors (listed in the Table 3.1).
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Parameter l0 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 l8

Value 0.165 0.596 0.627 0.635 0.426 0.896 0.207 0.207 4.790

Mirror EIB_M1 EIB_T_M1 EIB_T_M2 EIB_T_M3_PZT1 EIB_T_M4 EIB_M2 EIB_M4 EIB_T_M3_PZT2

R(mm) ∞ 500 750 -800 1600 ∞ ∞ ∞

θ -45 3 -3 4.9 -5.1 7.51 -44.8 82.52

Table 3.1: Parameters of Optical Layout

Every optical element on EIB will be describe using the ray tracing matrix in table

3.2 and the total matrix will be given by the products between these matrices.

Meridian Plane Sagittal Plane

Free Space Matrix


1 L 0

0 1 0

0 0 1




1 L 0

0 1 0

0 0 1


Re�ection matrix from a

spherical mirror


−1 0 Ni

sin 2θi
cos θi

2
Ri cos θi

−1 2αi − 2
Ri cos θi

Ni sin θi + 2
Ri cos θi

Ti cos θi

0 0 1




1 0 0

−2 cos θi
Ri

1 2βi − 2 cos θi
Ri

Hi

0 0 1


Re�ection matrix from a

�at mirror


−1 0 Ni

sin 2θi
cos θi

0 −1 2αi

0 0 1




1 0 0

0 1 2βi

0 0 1



Table 3.2: Ray matrices for optical components: θ is the angular position of the

mirror; α is the angular deviation from θ in the meridian plane; β is the angular

deviation from 90◦ in the sagittal plane; T and N are the mismatches in meridian

plane; H in the mismatch along the vertical direction

To simplify, we take in account one degree of freedom (vertical misalignments).

At 10Hz the input beam vertical jitter is estimated to be 10−8 rad√
Hz

at PMC [25].

The vertical seismic motion of the EIB, measured through the accelerometer placed
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on the bench (Em_SEBDCE09 signal), is shown in Fig. 3.5.

We will assume that the transfer function between the bench and the optics is

Figure 3.5: EIB vertical displacement.

equal to 1, we think of any optical element will move in the same way as the bench.

So that Hi and βi introduced in Table 3.2 are given by Em_SEBDCE09 signal.

Given the frequency dependency of the input beam jitter (ỹin, β̃in) and of the optics

tilts and shifts on the EIB (Hi, βi), we can obtain the contribution of the injection

system to the beam jitter at the IMC input (Fig. 3.6).

Using the ABCDEF matrix, we can write:

ỹt =

√
|Aỹin|2 +

∣∣∣Bβ̃in∣∣∣2 + |E|2 (3.1)

β̃t =

√
|Cỹin|2 +

∣∣∣Dβ̃in∣∣∣2 + |F |2 (3.2)

Where ỹt is the frequency dependent vertical displacement and β̃t is the frequency

dependent vertical tilt at IMC input.
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Figure 3.6: Frequency dependent angular jitter obtained through analytic model.

The model obtained is checked with the measurements realized through the BMS

(�gure 3.7) and we can observe that the data obtained are comparable in a frequency

range 20Hz < f < 100Hz.

To f > 100Hz we are limited by the read noise introduced by the photodetector.

To f < 20Hz we are limited by the BMS closed loop (controller noise).

The relationship obtained between the EIB motion and the beam at IMC input

allows us to estimate the jitter contribution at IMC input monitoring the motion of

the EIB optical elements.

Through this model, eventually, we could propose how to optimize the telescope

(modifying the matrix) to minimize the most critical tilt/shift signals.

3.1.2 Input Mode Cleaner Filtering

We want to assess the input jitter �ltering e�ect of the IMC assuming that the MC

is perfectly static.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between the computed and measured jitter at the output of

the EIB.

To this purpose we write the �eld at the IMC input in term of Hermite-Gauss

modes.

As we know, an undistorted �eld can be spatially described by a mode TEM00;

any jitter, tilt or displacement, of the beam can be described at �rst order by two

sidebands at frequencies ωj with respect to the carrier with spatial mode TEM10 (in

meridian plane), TEM01 (in sagittal plane) and amplitude dependents by the jitter

(Fig. 3.8).

E = E0

{
ψ00 +

(
xt
wo
− i αt

α0

)
cos(ωjt)ψ10 +

(
yt
wo
− i βt

β0

)
cos(ωjt)ψ01

}
eiω0t (3.3)

To know how the jitter is transmitted by IMC, we must know how this cavity �lters
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Figure 3.8: Graphic description of a distorted �eld how a carrier and two sidebands

produces by jitter.

the TEM10 and TEM01.

For a linear cavity the transverse vertical and horizontal modes have the same res-

onance frequency.

For a ring cavity this is is not true.

If the cavity has an odd number of mirrors (as the IMC), the modes TEMmn with

an odd mode number relative to the the ring plane (m =odd) are not degenerate

with the modes TEMnm having the same mode number relative to the plane per-

pendicular to the ring .

The cavity geometric form breaks the modes degeneracy.

After a round trip, the phase shift ϕmn is di�erent for a beam horizontally symmetric

and anti-symmetric.

As shown in �gure 3.9, for a m+n=3 mode, the odd modes (1,2) are anti-symmetric

to respect with the optical axis, the horizontally even modes (2,1) are symmetric.

A beam with a �eld distribution horizontally anti-symmetric to respect with the

optical axis takes a geometrical π phase shift after a round trip. So,the total phase
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Figure 3.9: Propagation in the ring plane for m + n = 3. After a round trip, the

beam horizontally symmetric (b) resonates in the cavity while the beam horizontally

anti-symmetric (a) can't resonate because it takes a π phase shift due to the geometry

2ϕmn will be:

2ϕmn(z)− 2kz+ 2(1 +m+ n) arccos
[(

1− L
R1

)(
1− L

R2

)(
1− L

R3

)] 1
2

=

=

0, m even

π, m odd

This degeneracy breaking causes a di�erent vertical and horizontal jitter �ltering

because of the cavity transmission coe�cient (tmn) that depends on ϕmn:

tmn =
t1t2

1 + r1r2r3e2iϕmn
(3.4)
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Figure 3.10: Mode spectrum of a ring triangular cavity

So that we will have t10 6= t01 and for a static tilt or displacement we can write:

ET = E0

{
t00ψ00 + t01

(
xt
wo
− i α

α0

)
ψ01 + t10

(
yt
wo
− i βt

β0

)
ψ10

}
(3.5)

Then, looking at the phase, we can say that the mode TEM10 is shifted by one half

FSR with respect to TEM01 as in �gure 3.10. As we know we can always write:

tmn = |tmn|eiθmn .

Simple algebra can tell us that if TEM00 is at resonance tmn = t1t2
1−r1r2r3e−2iXmn . It

follows:

|tmn| =
(

t1t2
1 + r2

1r
2
2r

2
3 − 2r1r2r3 cos (2Xmn)

)1/2

=
|t00|√

1 + 4F 2

π2 sin2Xmn

(3.6)

with |t00| = t1t2
1−r1r2r3 ≈ 1

θmn = arctan

(
r1r2r3 sin 2Xmn

1− r1r2r3 cos 2Xmn

)
(3.7)

Where:

Xmn =

(m+ n) arccos
√

1− L
R
, if m is even,

−π
2

+ (m+ n) arccos
√

1− L
R
, if m is odd.
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Figure 3.11: Vertical and Horizontal Tilt/Shift at the IMC output.

Using the Virgo parameters, the Mode cleaner provides a �ltering of about 1/670

for the vertical jitter and 1/339 for the horizontal jitter.

If we have β̃t ≈ 10−9rad/
√
Hz, we obtain β̃MC ≈ 1.49 · 10−12rad/

√
Hz at the IMC

output, (see Fig. 3.11).

3.1.3 Calculation of Beam Jitter at the Input of the Interfer-

ometer

In this section we take in account that between the IMC output and the input of

ITF, there is the ITF mode matching telescope (Fig. 3.12).

So, we will compute how the jitter is transformed between these two places by
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Figure 3.12: Setup of ITF mode matching telescope.

computing the matrix of the telescope.

In this case we will take into account an optical system perfectly aligned with the

optical axis and an input beam misalignment given by Eq.3.5.

To describe the optical system we can use a simple 2x2 matrix given by: As Bs

Cs Ds


SagittalP lane

=

 1 l5

0 1

 ·
 1 0

−1/f4 1

 ·
 1 l4

0 1

 ·
·

 1 0

−1/f3 1

 ·
 1 l3

0 1

 ·
 1 0

−1/f2 1

 ·
·

 1 l2

0 1

 ·
 1 0

−1/f1 1

 ·
 1 l1

0 1

 (3.8)

 Am Bm

Cm Dm


MeridianP lane

=

 1 l5

0 1

 ·
 −1 0

1/f4 −1

 ·
 1 l4

0 1

 ·
·

 −1 0

1/f3 −1

 ·
 1 l3

0 1

 ·
 −1 0

1/f2 −1

 ·

·

 1 l2

0 1

 ·
 −1 0

1/f1 −1

 ·
 1 l1

0 1

 (3.9)
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So, the vertical displacement and tilt at ITF input will be:

ỹ0 =

√
|As · ỹMC |2 +

∣∣∣Bs · β̃MC

∣∣∣2 (3.10)

β̃0 =

√
|Cs · ỹMC |2 +

∣∣∣Ds · β̃MC

∣∣∣2 (3.11)

(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: Vertical jitter at SIB output

(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: Horizontal jitter at SIB output

Through the analysis made it is possible to estimate the jitter at the �SIB� bench

output and therefore at the interferometer input, (see Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14).
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The curves obtained show as that around 40Hz, the angular and lateral motions

of �EIB� bench limit the jitter at interferometer input to a value: 10−9 m√
Hz

and

2 ∗ 10−11 rad√
Hz
. How we will show, this value is a limit for Virgo interferometer just

around 40Hz but for the second generation interferometer the jitter noise will be a

limit also to the remaining frequencies.

So that the motions of �EIB� must be attenuated in order to meet the most stringent

requirements of a second generation interferometer.

3.2 Calculation of the Dark Fringe Phase Noise in-

duced by the Coupling between ITF Misalign-

ments and Input Beam Jitter

In this section we present a calculation of the phase noise in a recycled interferometer

with Fabry-Perot cavities in the arms, induced by the coupling of the �uctuations

in position and in direction of the input laser with the misalignments of the inter-

ferometer mirrors.

The parameters of the interferometer used in the simulation are listed in table 3.3.

lcav l1 l2 lPR ROCITM ROCETM TITM RITM RETM TPR RPR

2999.9 m 5.634 m 6.513 m 6.000 m ∞ 3450 m 0.007 0.883 0.99996 0.0513 0.9487

Table 3.3: Parameters used in the simulation

The optics misalignments of the interferometer are described by �xing the posi-

tion of the recycling mirror and allowing the two Fabry-Perot cavities of the arms

to move.
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The little misalignments of the mirrors of FP cavities and the Finesse/losses asym-

metries between the two arms transform the jitter in a certain amount of phase noise

of the carrier at the level of the dark fringe.

Assuming that the vertical and horizontal degrees of freedom are uncoupled, we can

restrict the analysis to one dimension.

The input �eld of the ITF will be:

EIN(z0) = E0

 ψ0

a1
2

(eiωjt + e−iωjt) · ψ1

 exp(iω0t) (3.12)

where a1 is the amplitude of �rst order mode ψ1, given by a1 = x0 + iα0, with:

x0 =
x̃0

w(z0)

(
1 + i

z0

zR

)
α0 = α̃0

πw(z0)

λ
(3.13)

An ITF mirror which is tilted by an angle Θ with respect to the ψ0 mode is repre-

sented by the matrix:

M =

 √1 + θ2 −2iθ

−2iθ
√

1 + θ2

 (3.14)

with θ =
πw(z)

λ
Θ.

A �eld re�ected by a tilted mirror will be (adopting the notation 2 in appendix A):

Er = rMEIN (3.15)

Note that if the beam is re�ected from the rear surface of the mirror, the re�ection

coe�cient becomes rM−1 so that:

Er = rM−1EIN (rear surface) (3.16)

The above technique allows us to obtain a model for the characterization of the ITF

sensitivity to the �uctuations in the input beam direction at frequency f and to the

coupling of these with each static interferometer mirrors misalignments.
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To provide a detailed analysis of the jitter e�ects on the dark fringe we will develop

the formalism, discussed above, to various optical con�gurations:

• two mirrors resonator;

• Michelson interferometer with one cavity in each arm;

• previous con�guration with an additional power recycling mirror between the

laser and the beam splitter

• previous con�guration with SR

3.2.1 Two Mirrors Resonator

Figure 3.15: Optical con�guration of two mirrors resonator.

Given the optical con�guration in �gure 3.15, we go to analyze as an input beam

jitter behaves in re�ection. To this purpose we take in account the transfer function

of a mode ψ1 into a mode ψ0. The �gure 3.15 de�nes the parameters (listed in the

Table 3.3).

The round trip propagator inside the cavity is:

Pcav = rITMrETMMITMLMETML (3.17)
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This propagator takes into account the mirrors misalignments through the Mi ma-

trices given by Eq. 3.2. The L matrix is the free-space propagator:

L =

exp(i2πf l
c
) 0

0 exp(i2πf l
c

+ iφC)

 (3.18)

L include the round trip phase shift and the Gouy phase φC :

φC = 2 arctan

(
zTM
zR

)
= 2 arctan

(
l

2zR

)
(3.19)

The total �eld in the cavity is then the sum of all the contributions given by an

in�nite number of round trips of the �eld, and it is given by

Ecav = itITMEIN ·
n=0∑
∞

P n
cav (3.20)

Summing the series:

Ecav = itITM (U − Pcav)−1 · EIN (3.21)

The re�ected beam will be given by:

Eref = rITMM
−1
ITMEIN + itITMLMETMLEcav =

=
[
rITMM

−1
ITM − t

2
ITMLMETML (U − Pcav)−1]EIN = RCEIN (3.22)

RC is a 2x2 matrix and its lower o�-diagonal element represents the frequency de-

pendent transfer function of a ψ1 mode in the input �eld into the ψ0 mode in the

re�ected �eld. The �gure 3.16 shows the transfer functions of the jitter at ±f around

the resonant fundamental mode for tilted end and tilted input mirrors in a cavity

with parameters de�ne in tab. 3.3.

In the case the end test mass is tilted small parts of the ψ1 mode enter the cavity.

The resonance of this �eld is stronger when the jitter frequency is still within the
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Figure 3.16: Transfer function of mode ψ1 in to a mode ψ0 for two mirrors resonator.

line width of the cavity
(
f < FWHM/2 = FSR

2F
≈ 5kHz

)
. Above the line width

the transfer function rolls o� with the cavity pole. Jitter sidebands are also en-

hanced when the ψ1 mode, the source mode, is resonant in the cavity. This is

the case when the jitter frequency is equal to the transversal mode spacing of

ft = FSR
π

arccos

√∣∣∣1− lcav
ROCETM

∣∣∣ = 19.2kHz.

In the case the input test mass is tilted, the ψ1 mode generates a ψ0 mode when it

is directly re�ected at the input mirror and also during its round trip through the

cavity. The contribution inside the cavity picks up additional Gouy-phase in the

cavity before it interferes with the directly re�ected �eld. This creates the notch at

200Hz in the -f transfer function and the slight increase in the +f transfer function.

Only the directly re�ected �eld contributes at frequencies above the cavity pole.
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3.2.2 Michelson Interferometer with One Cavity in Each

Arm

Figure 3.17: Optical con�guration of MI with one cavity in each arm.

The �eld transmitted through a Michelson interferometer (MI) with one cavity

in each arm to the dark port is a linear combination of the �elds re�ected at each

cavity (Fig. 3.17):

EDP = itbsrbs (L1RC1L1 + L2RC2L2)EIN = TEIN (3.23)

RCi is the re�ectivity of arm cavity i, respectively, as de�ned in Eq. 3.22.

Li is the free space propagator which describes the propagation between the input

test mass (ITMi)and the beam splitter:

Li =

exp(i2πf li
c
) 0

0 exp(i2πf li
c

+ iφi)

 (3.24)
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Where li and φi are the distances and the Guoy phases between ITMi and the BS,

respectively (φi = arctan zBS

zR
− arctan zITM

zR
).

The di�erence between the two distances (Schnupp asymmetry) is l2−l1 = 87.9cm =

c/85.3MHz/4. We analyze the situation for di�erential (subscript D) and common

(subscript C) tilts of the ITMi and ETMi. A di�erential tilt is de�ned as ΘD =

Θ2−Θ1

2
, while a common tilt is de�ned as ΘC = Θ2+Θ1

2
.

The transfer function of a mode ψ1 into a mode ψ0 measured at the dark port for

common and di�erential ITM (left panel) and ETM (right panel) tilts for jitter

sidebands around the carrier are shown in Fig. 3.18.

They are virtually identical to the cavity transfer functions except that:

1. In the -f transfer function for common tilts, the curve has a notch at 2.23 kHz.

This is the case when k(l2 − l1) = φ2−φ1
2

.

2. the transfer function for common tilts are about three orders of magnitude

smaller than for di�erential tilts. In fact, if the MI would be perfectly sym-

metric, the transfer function for common tilts would be identical to zero.

3. the ETM tilts are 1 order of magnitude greater than ITM tilts.

3.2.3 Michelson Interferometer with One Cavity in Each

Arm and a Power Recycling Mirror

A Michelson interferometer with the power recycling (PR) mirror at the input, as

shown in Fig. 3.19 forms a new cavity.

The re�ectivity of the MI is:

RMI =
(
r2
bsL1RC1L1 − t2bsL2RC2L2

)
(3.25)
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.18: Transfer function of a mode ψ1 in a mode ψ0 for a Michelson interfer-

ometer with one cavity in each arm.

The �eld re�ected from the input mirror is then given by (as in Eq. 3.21)

EPR = itPR (U − PPR)−1EIN = RPREIN (3.26)

Where PPR can be calculated by replacing r1M1 and r2M2 in the equation 3.17 for

the simple cavity with matrices rPRMPR and RPR:

PPR = rPRMPRLPRPRLP (3.27)

rPR is the amplitude re�ectivity of the PR-mirror andMPR is the tilt matrix for the

PR mirror.

LP is the free space propagator which depends on the distance lP and the Gouy-phase

φP between the PR-mirror and the beam splitter:

LP =

exp(i2πf lP
c

) 0

0 exp(i2πf lP
c

+ iφP )

 (3.28)

The �eld at the dark port is then:

EDP = itPRTLP (U − PPR)−1EIN (3.29)
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Figure 3.19: Optical con�guration of MI with one cavity in each arm and a power

recycling mirror.

where T is given by the Eq. 3.23.

The Transfer function of a mode ψ1 into a mode ψ0 at the dark port for this system

for common and di�erential mirror tilts is shown in Fig. 3.20 while in Fig. 3.21

it is shown the Transfer function for the same system with Schnupp asymmetry,

non-symmetric arm cavities. Asymmetries can be caused by:

• di�erences in the losses or transmissivities of the mirrors

• di�erential detuning ∆L caused by o�sets in the L error signal. For example,

DC sensing depends on asymmetries in the arm cavities to generate the correct

local oscillator at the dark port

How we can observe, in the Virgo optical con�guration the coupling between the

input jitter and the spurious misaligned of the mirrors cavities is less than a simple
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.20: Transfer function of a mode ψ1 in a mode ψ0 for MI with one cavity in

each arm and a power recycling mirror.

Michelson con�guration while the coupling is more relevant if we take into account

the system asymmetry.

Moreover we can see the coupling Input jitter-ETM common tilt are negligible than

the coupling Input jitter-ETM di�erential tilt but it can become important at low

frequencies if we have cavities asymmetries or PR gain losses. In particular cases,

the coupling Input jitter-ETM common tilt becomes the same amplitude than the

coupling Input jitter-ETM di�erential(Fig. 3.22). In Fig.3.23 we note that the input

jitter is coupling with the power recycling mirror tilt less than mirrors cavities tilts.

3.3 Cross Check of the Results

In this section we validate the analytical model obtained with the measurement done

in Virgo. At the end we obtain the transfer function of the optical system (EIB +
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.21: Transfer function of a mode ψ1 in a mode ψ0 for MI with one cavity in

each arm and a power recycling mirror with Schnupp asymmetry and non-symmetric

arm cavities.

Figure 3.22: Transfer function of a mode ψ1 in a mode ψ0 for MI with one cavity

in each arm and a power recycling mirror with Schnupp asymmetry, non-symmetric

arm cavities and Power Recycling Gain losses.
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Figure 3.23: Transfer function of a mode ψ1 in a mode ψ0 for MI with one cavity in

each arm when the Power Recycling mirror is tilted.

IMC + Telescope2 + Interferometer) so that we can reconstruct the dark fringe

signal monitoring the motion of the optical injection elements of the interferometer.

As stated in section 3.2, the input �eld of Interferometer (for one degree of freedom)

is given by:

EIN(zpr) = E0

 ψ0

a1
2

(eiωjt + e−iωjt) · ψ1

 exp(iω0t) (3.30)

where a1 is the amplitude of �rst order mode ψ1, given by a1 = x̃pr
w(zpr)

+ iα̃pr
πw(zpr)

λ
,

with x̃pr and α̃pr beam misaligned given in section 3. The main Interferometer

Transfer-Function will be given by 2x2 matrix T:

TDP =

A(±f) B(±f)

C(±f) D(±f)

 (3.31)

So that, the �eld at Dark Port will be:

EDP =

aDP0 (±f) · ψ0

aDP1 (±f) · ψ1

 exp(iω0t) = T · EIN(zpr) (3.32)
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Figure 3.24: Input Jitter Coupling with End Mirrors Cavities Tilt at DP.

aDP0 (±f) = E0

(
A (±f) a0 +B (+f)

a1

2
eiωt +B (−f)

a1

2
e−iωt

)
(3.33)

For DC sensing we can write:

|EDP |2DC = P0

(
|A (±f) a0|2 +

∣∣∣B (+f)
a1

2

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣B (−f)

a1

2

∣∣∣2) (3.34)

In �gure 3.24 we can observe how the input jitter measured at External Injection

Bench by the BMS is coupling with the spurious misaligned caused by a di�erential

tilt of end mirrors cavities, where aDP1→0 =
∣∣B (+f) a1

2

∣∣.
Therefore with a power input laser of 20W, the jitter sideband contribution to read

out signal at Dark-Port photodiode will be (see Fig. 3.25):

√
P0

(∣∣B (+f) a1
2

∣∣2 +
∣∣B (−f) a1

2

∣∣2).
Now, we can evaluate if the e�ect of coupling between input jitter and mirrors in-

terferometer misalignment decreases the detector signal to noise ratio.

In order to set the requirements for the misalignments the jitter noise can be com-

pared with the expected noise of the interferometer.
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Figure 3.25: Jitter sideband contribution to read out signal at Dark-Port photodiode

with a Power laser of 20W.

Based on this, use the approach suggested by Guido Mueller (in Ligo document

T0900142_v2 [34]): it is taken the envelope of the sensitivity curves shown in [35]

and it is assumed that the detector will be shot noise limited down to 40Hz in at

least one of the con�gurations. Below 40Hz the sensitivity decreases then with f−2

due to radiation pressure noise. These assumptions lead to an envelope of the strain

sensitivity of:

henvelope = 3 · 10−24

√
1 +

(
40Hz

f

)4
1√
Hz

(3.35)

although this number never enters the calculation.

Applying the same to Virgo, we go to use the envelope of the sensitivity curves

shown in Fig. 3.26, obtaining an envelope of the strain sensitivity of:

henvelope = 5 · 10−23

[
1 +

(
50Hz

f

)4
]3/5

1√
Hz

(3.36)
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Figure 3.26: Virgo, Virgo+ and Adv Virgo sensitivity curves.

The requirements are then calculated the following way:

• Start with the number of photons in the input beam:

Nin = 0.5 · 1020 1

s
equivalent to Pin = 10W (3.37)

• Then, calculate the amplitude transfer-function for a 10-mode in the input

�eld into the 00-mode at the dark port for a speci�c tilt of the core optics

mirrors (for example di�erential ETM tilt).

aDP00 (f) = T10→00a
in
10(f) (3.38)

f is the Fourier frequency of the beam jitter and includes positive and negative

components; ain10(f) is the relative amplitude of the 10-mode in the input �eld.

So
√
Nina

in
10(f) is the amplitude of the 10-mode in units of

√
number of photons/s.

The amplitude of the created 00-mode in the dark port is then:

aDP
√
Nin = T10→00a

in
10(f)

√
Nin (3.39)
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This relative amplitude of the 10-mode (relative to the 00-mode amplitude in the

input �eld) can now be calculated by setting this to be smaller than unity for

frequencies where we are shot noise limited and allow for a roll up at lower frequencies

with f−2. It is taken in account a safety factor of 20, factor 2 for the two directions

and factor of 10 for technical noise,this gives:

ain10(f) ≤ 0.05 ·

[
1 +

(
50Hz
f

)4
]3/5

√
NinT10→00

(3.40)

So at 10 Hz ain10(f) ≤ 10−7 1√
Hz

while at 100 Hz ain10(f) ≤ 3 10−9 1√
Hz

.

At interferometer input, the waist is ≈ 2 cm so that, around 40Hz we can estimate

that a maximum shift must be less then 10−10 m√
Hz

and the maximum tilt must be

less then 10−13 rad√
Hz

that compared with the results of the �gure 3.13 we can conclude

that in the case of Virgo typically the jitter e�ects are below the design curve but

already at 40 Hz we have estimated a jitter of about 10−9 m√
Hz

and 2 10−11 rad√
Hz
.

So that, we can say the contribution of EIB angular and lateral motion at dark port

is not negligible around 40Hz.

Using the same logic to Virgo+ where the input power is 50W, we get the more

stringent conditions, so that we can conclude that in this case we already have

problems of non-negligible jitter in a frequency range greater then Virgo.

3.4 The Importance of Jitter in Advanced Virgo

At this point we have obtained a transfer function of the optical system that allows

us to evaluate the e�ects on the dark fringe of the input beam jitter in Virgo and

we have validated our model.

What has been obtained is now applied to Adv Virgo, making the appropriate

changes.
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In Ad-Virgo the sensitivity will be a factor 10 better than Virgo, it is very likely

that the beam jitter noise for Adv Virgo won't be negligible if the injection system

is not improved. So, using the analytic model obtained, we will be able to set an

upper bound for the beam jitter noise at the input of the Adv Virgo, thus we will

provide some requirements to various subsystems of Adv Virgo.

The expected displacement sensitivity of Advanced VIRGO is shown in Fig.3.27

Figure 3.27: Reference Adv Virgo sensitivity and expected noise contributions. The

Virgo design sensitivity is shown for the sake of comparison.

for input power Pin = 125W. At low frequencies the detector will be limited by ra-

diation pressure noise, one component of the uni�ed quantum noise. In the medium

frequency range internal thermal noise of the mirror substrates will limit our sensi-

tivity. Finally, shot noise, the second component of the uni�ed quantum noise, will

limit the sensitivity at high frequencies.

Contributions from technical noise sources like beam jitter have to be at least one
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order of magnitude smaller than the contributions from these fundamental noise

sources. So the jitter noise contribution at DP must be less then the black curve in

Fig.3.27.

Applying the same processing used for Virgo con�guration, for Adv Virgo parame-

ter, we obtain at Dark Port a transmission function of �rst-order mode in zero-order

mode given by the Fig. 3.28. Taking in account the envelope of the sensitivity

Figure 3.28: Transfer function of mode ψ1 in to a mode ψ0 for Adv Virgo con�gu-

ration.

curves shown in Fig. 3.26, we obtain an envelope of the strain sensitivity of:

henvelope = 6 · 10−24

[
1 +

(
40Hz

f

)4
]1/2

1√
Hz

(3.41)

Furthermore for a input power of Pin = 125 W we have:

Nin = 6.3 · 1020 1

s

ain10(10 Hz) ≤ 10−7
√

1/Hz (3.42)
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ain10(100 Hz) ≤ 4 10−9
√

1/Hz (3.43)

More generally, the complex amplitude of misalignment modes can be written

as (in one freedom-degree):

∣∣ain10(f)
∣∣ =

√∣∣∣∣ ỹωpr
(

1 + i
z0

zR

)∣∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣β̃ πωpr

λ

∣∣∣2 (3.44)

where ỹ and β̃ are the lateral and angular jitter at power recycling mirror (so at

input of interferometer),ωpr, the beam waist, λ, the laser wavelength, z0, the distance

from the waist and zR, the Rayleigh range.

In Adv Virgo, zR = 190m and we considered z0 = 1500m and wpr = w(z0) = 59mm.

So that, we can write:

∣∣ain10(f)
∣∣ =

√
17.6 103ỹ2 + 3.4 1010β̃2 ≤

 10−7
√

1/Hz at 10 Hz

4 10−9
√

1/Hz at 100 Hz

(3.45)

Jitter specs at the Michelson input obtained are:

• at 10 Hz |ain10(f)| ≤ 10−7 1√
Hz
⇒

ỹ ≤ 7 10−10 m√
Hz

θ̃ ≤ 5 10−13 rad√
Hz

• at 100 Hz |ain10(f)| ≤ 4 10−9 1√
Hz
⇒

ỹ ≤ 3 10−11 m√
Hz

θ̃ ≤ 2 10−14 rad√
Hz

The contribution of EIB angular and lateral motion should be seen by the ITF

as beam jitter so that at least the same requirements than beam jitter should be

asked for the bench residual motion. For Adv Virgo it has been necessary think

of an improvement of EIB seismic isolation system. With an EIB suspended the

amplitude of jitter at interferometer input will reduce by 1 or 2 factors around 10Hz

and the peak around 40Hz will be �attened; this will make Adv Virgo sensitivity

not limited by the jitter.

Actually the NIKHEF of Amsterdam works in progress to the suspension of EIB.
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Chapter 4

High power laser and thermal e�ects

in the injection system for Advanced

Virgo

As mentioned in previous chapters, the injection system of VIRGO, in the currently

con�guration, is based on a 25W ultra-stable laser at 1064nm.

In order to improve the sensitivity of the interferometer, which is linked at high fre-

quency to photon noise, it is planned to increase the laser power to 125W (project

Advanced VIRGO).

The experience acquired during Virgo and Virgo+ commissioning showed that a

such high input power will cause thermal distortions in optical components and

change the mode quality of the optical beam.

Especially at this power, it will be necessary to take into account the thermal ef-

fects inside the IMC cavity, the suspended bench Faraday isolator and some various

elements on the external injection bench.

In order to cancel out theses unwanted thermal e�ects it is necessary to control
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them. This can be achieved by using di�erent beam monitoring associated with

active or passive compensation systems.

For example, we will see that the use of a compensation plate of DKDP can be a

good way to compensate a thermal lens induced in a BK7 substrate. But a disad-

vantage is there is no possibility of �ne tuning in this system and we couldn't have

a local correction of the wavefront. So, it was been necessary to take in account a

wavefront local control.

This was been the main experimental work during the my PhD.

A dynamically compensation technique has been proposed, in particular, to meet

the requirements in Adv Virgo, a deformable mirror obtained using resistors as ther-

mal actuators.

For this purpose we go to characterize the thermally deformable mirror in order

validate the the possibility of using it in an adaptive optics system.

4.1 Thermal Lensing E�ect

The largest thermo-optic e�ects, appearing in the VIRGO interferometer are tilt,

focusing and astigmatism. Experience have already shown that the main parts of

the injection system subject to thermal e�ects are the IMC cavity, the suspended

bench Faraday isolator and some various elements on the external injection bench

(Fig. 4.1). In Virgo it is necessity to compensate these e�ects, particularly in the

Faraday isolator placed under vacuum. This element is placed between the IMC and

the ITF and it used in VIRGO to isolate IMC from power re�ected from the ITF.

The Virgo group has studied how a Faraday isolator exhibits very high thermal

lensing and so, they propose a passive method correction of this thermal e�ect.

The thermal lensing is a direct consequence of optical absorption inside its
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Figure 4.1: Laser and injection system scheme.

magneto-optical elements (TGG crystal). When the high power laser beam passes

through the TGG, the center of the optics is heated and this heat is passed by con-

duction to the surfaces where it escapes by radiation.

The main consequence of this event is the appearance of a temperature gradient in

the crystal.

The temperature gradient depends directly on the absorption level, the density of

the incident power and is inversely proportional to the substrate thermal conduc-

tivity.

∆T (r) =
αsubP

4πkth

∞∑
1

(−2)n ·
(
r
ω

)2n

nn!
(4.1)

Where ∆T (r) is the temperature di�erence between the center of the optic and a

point at a distance r from the center, αsub is the coe�cient of absorption, P is the

incident power and kth is the substrate thermal conductivity.

In the presence of a temperature gradient in the substrate, the transmissive optics

will behave like a lens.
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This is a consequence of the thermo-optic e�ect: the refractive index is temperature

dependent. Inside the optics, the temperature gradient induces a refractive index

gradient.

The local refractive index changes with temperature T, so that the optical path

change over the path S through a heated optic is:

∆S =
dn

dT S
∆T ds (4.2)

where dn
dT

is the thermo-optic coe�cient.

Fig. 4.2 gives the results of precedent tests for a laser power going from 10

to 125 W for two di�erent TGG crystal rods. The induced lens creates wavefront

Figure 4.2: Thermally induced lensing in TGG. Triangles and circles are experi-

mental results. Lines correspond to results obtained with the �nite element model

code.

distortion, accordingly a mismatching on the interferometer cavities and therefore a

loss of coupled power (Fig. 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: Wavefront distortion caused by mirror heating.

4.2 Thermal Lensing E�ect Compensation

There are a few methods for compensating the e�ect of thermal lensing. They

could be separated into two categories, passive methods and active methods. In this

section we describe brie�y the passive methods expected in Adv Virgo and we go to

introduce the Phd work on an active method to wavefront control.

4.2.1 Passive methods

As we have seen in the measurements of Fig. 4.2, in Adv Virgo will be necessary

to reduce this e�ect. One possibility proposed in Adv Virgo injection design is to

include in the rotator an element realizing a passive compensation of these geomet-

rical distortions.

For example it is possible to include a crystal of DKDP which exhibits a large

negative thermo-optic coe�cient ( dn
dT DKDP

= −4.4 10−5 K−1 to compare with

dn
dT TGG

= 1.9 10−5K−1).
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On Figure 4.4, we can see results obtained of negative thermal lensing created in a

4mm thick plate bought from Leysop Ldt (UK). With a simulation tool it is derived

an absorption of this plate of about 800ppm.

Figure 4.4: Thermal focal length created by a 4mm DKDP. Simulations agree for an

absorption of 800ppm.

It was also possible to compute the length of DKDP necessary to correct for the

TGG distortions and the result is given in Fig. 4.5, we got a good superposition for

a 3.4 mm length DKDP rod in this case. Passive compensation has the advantage of

being a very simple and e�cient setup. However the exact combination of thickness

and absorption must be chosen to have an ideal compensation. Afterwards there are

no means to �ne tune. In order to get some �ne tuning we also studied di�erent active

methods so, in addition the system could not be used to correct for astigmatism. A

passive compensation would therefore not be suitable for compensating e�ects for

example in the IMC.
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Figure 4.5: Passive compensation for a Faraday isolator crossed by 40 watt power

laser beam (an example).

4.2.2 Active methods

For the passive compensation it is the transmitted beam that is absorbed by the

compensation plate creating the compensating lens. For the active compensation

the compensation plate is actively heated or cooled by an external device in such a

way as to create the desired compensation.

So in addition to the passive control thermal e�ect, we proposed an active control;

it will work as a controllable lens. The temperature gradient is achieved by using a

heating element situated around the compensation plate (see Fig. 4.6).

The advantage of this type of compensation is the possibility to compensate for

astigmatism or other higher order aberrations by changing the distribution of heating

(and/or the orientation of the plate). The disadvantage of this technique is the low

active of correction for considerable heating (up to 100 degrees).
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Figure 4.6: Thermal lensing correction principle by the use of a compensation plate.

Requirements

Using a deformable mirror could be the better and easier solution but we have to

take into account some constraints: the system must be placed under vacuum and,

as these systems should be placed after the IMC, it should be very stable (in order

to not introduce beam jitter).

Furthermore, the device, to be compatible with the Adv-Virgo requirements, must

be very high quality mirror and sustain high power laser.

In order to have high dynamic range, the thermal e�ects should be applied as close

as possible to the beam. One possible technique could be to use a CO2 laser beam

heating a transmissive substrate (Fused Silica for example) but the CO2 is very

complex to use and potentially noisy.

To account for these problems, we propose to use an original method consisting of

using an High Re�ection Mirror that can distort the wavefront of a beam re�ected

from it by using thermal actuators.
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thermally Deformable Mirror to perform a wavefront beam controller

Figure 4.7: Principle of the correction actuation of the TDM.

This new deformable mirror proposed (see Fig. 4.7) is what we call TDM and

in detail it is made with a a high re�ective face and with an anti re�ective coating

on the front surface in order to use the mirror in a reverse way, thus allowing the

beam to pass through the mirror substrate. The high re�ective surface is heated by

conduction with a micro-heater array.

Each heating element on the micro-heater array can be controlled separately. This

heating therefore creates a non-homogeneous temperature distribution in the glass

of the mirror so that the wavefront of light passing through the glass is modi�ed

according to the type of heating pattern applied.

In the next chapter we go to describe in detail the TDM design and TDM charac-

terization.
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Chapter 5

Wavefront Active Compensation:

Characterization of a deformable

mirror driven by micro-heater array

In this section we propose and characterize a new deformable mirror obtained with

a micro resistors array as possible actuators.

Just as it is designed, it is called Thermally Deformable Mirror (TDM).

Moreover, let us notice that the TDM could have many scienti�c, industrial and

medical applications as an alternative technology for low-cost active optics.

Especially, as mentioned in the previous chapter, in second generation of gravita-

tional wave interferometer,the use of high power laser (200W for project Advanced

VIRGO) and the non zero absorption coe�cient of the optics (Faraday isolators, the

electro-optic modulators and the mirrors in the cavities) causes a local heating and

consequently a wavefront geometric deformation of the re�ected and transmitted

beams.

As already said in previous chapter, the variation of temperature causes a variation
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of the refractive index of the material which produces thermal lensing e�ects.

It was necessary to perform an active system to controller and correct the wavefront

distortions and that takes in account the AdV-Virgo requirements: compatible with

the vacuum, very stable, very high quality mirror and sustain high power laser.

5.1 TDM to Perform a Wavefront Beam Controller

Figure 5.1: Micro-heater-array scheme to perform a wavefront beam controller

The TDM is a deformable mirror with an heater array how possible actuators

to perform an active compensation system in order to cancel out the wavefront

distortion generated by the thermal e�ects in the optical injection system.

Fig. 5.1 shows the schematic arrangement of the thermally deformable mirror.

It consists of a mirror with Anti Re�ection (AR) front surface coating and High

Re�ection (HR) coated (at 1064 nm) on the back face of the substrate. A micro-

heater resistor array is in contact with HR surface of mirror with thermal grease.

Using di�erent powers (few milli-Watts) on each resistor, the mirror is heated point
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by point in order to correct the locally wavefront deformation of the beam re�ected

by the mirror.

The system uses the heater array in contact with HR coating allowing e�cient (in

terms of power) correction of low and medium order terms (up to second order in

Hermite-Gauss modes).

The measurements to the System-Characterization were performed in two di�erent

periods. In the �rst one, using an experimental set-up, we have investigated how

the mirror transmission changes with the temperature and if these variations can be

a limit to the use of thermally deformable mirror (TDM). In the second period, by

using another set-up, the TDM system (mirror + heater array) is characterized.

5.2 Preliminary Test to verify no-transmission losses

to mirror heating

Before proceeding with the measures for the characterization of the e�ciency of

TDM, we felt the need to check if mirrors with HR change their transmittivity

factor when they were put in contact with a heating system. In the event that

the transmittivity change means that a beam of light re�ected from a mirror would

TDM losses in power and what would be a limit to the use of an heater array how

actuator for a deformable mirror.

So, we have investigated how the transmitted power changes with the temperature

and if these variations can be a limit to the use of TDM. The mirrors tested are

been:

• Mirror1: LAMBDA HHR-2506B-1064-45S

• Mirror2: CVI Melles Griot Y1-LW-3-1037-45-S
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Test mirror mounted on a optical bench with the heating system installed,

front (a) and rear view (b)

These mirrors are 2 inches diameter BK7 substrate and are designed to re�ect at

high e�ciency with no scattering or absorption. The setup can be seen in Fig. 5.2(a)

where the tested mirrors are mounted to have a incidence angle of 45◦.

A Heating System is used to heat the mirror, it is in contact with the anti-refection

coating and �xed with thermal stick (Fig. 5.2(b)).

About the heating system, we used two hot resistances (R=11ohms) placed on a

copper element for having the best conductive transfer of heating (Fig. 5.2(b)).

We have regulated the current arriving in the heating system with a Temperature

Controller (Thorlabs "TC200"). The power transmitted was measured with a Power

Meter (growing and decreasing the coating temperature) and the mirror temperature

with an IR Camera.

We have been observed (Fig. 5.3) that the variations of the mirror Transmission

vs temperature is a few ppm, so that we can conclude that these variations doesn't

limit TDM and we can go on with the measurements to characterize the deformable

mirror in question.
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Figure 5.3: Variations Transmission vs temperature of the tow mirrors: LAMBDA

HHR-2506B-1064-45S and CVI Melles Griot Y1-LW-3-1037-45-S. The change is a

few ppm so changes you may be considered it negligible.

5.3 TDM Design

In this section, we go to investigate in more detail the TDM design.

A micro-heater is used to make a deformable mirror with �thermal actuators�. The

�gure 5.4 below shows the principal of this technique.

The back of a mirror is heated with a micro-heater array for which each heating

element can be controlled separately. This heating creates a non-homogeneous tem-

perature distribution in the glass of the mirror. As both the refractive index and

glass thickness depend on temperature, the wavefront of light passing through the

glass is modi�ed according to the type of heating pattern applied. In the case of
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Figure 5.4: Schematic setup of deformable mirror

�gure 5.4 the heating pattern applied has a gaussian distribution and made a �at

wavefront become curved.

The Figure 5.5(a) below shows the con�guration of the heating array.

There are 61 heating elements. The center to center spacing of each element is

1mm. The heating array is best mounted on a �exible substrate which allowed an

optimal contact when surface mounted resistive elements was glued in contact with

the optical surface of the mirror (HR face of the mirror)(see Fig. 5.6).

Therefore, there must be nothing protruding on this side of the board which could

prevent a good contact.

The resistive elements are heated with a voltage source (one for each element). The

maximum voltage is been 10 V. The ideal resistance for the available power source
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram of heating array con�guration (a) and an example of

a resistance design (b)

is been 1000 Ohms. This results in a maximum power dissipation of 100mW.

How we seen in previous section, all the materials close to the heating array

should be capable of working continuously at high temperature.

Figure 5.5(b) gives an example of a resistance design giving almost 700 Ohms

(Note: Grid shown is 25µm). The values shown in each quadrant are the calcu-

lated resistive values using Ohmega-Ply 250 ohm/square material. (250 ∗ 0.559 =

139.75 ohms) (250 ∗ 0.75 = 187.50 ohms) (250 ∗ 0.25 = 62.50 ohms) (187.5 ∗ 2) +

(139.75 ∗ 2) + 62.5 = 717 ohms.

All connecting copper tracks are as small as possible in order to minimize heat con-

ducting away from the heating elements.

The heating array is connected to a �exible cable of about 300 mm (see �gure 5.6).

The contacts at the end of this �exible cable is such that we can connect it to a

home-built interface board and use a digital DAQ system to send the driving volt-

ages to the heater array in Remote Control.
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The Fig. 5.7 shows the resistor array photo glued on HR surface mirror.

Figure 5.6: Schematic diagram of setup

Figure 5.7: TDM photo

5.4 Characterization of TDM:

How previous said, the TDM could be an alternative technology to active optics to

correct laser wavefront geometric distortions. However, it is necessary to be appli-

cable that this system is required to be simple, e�cient and low-cost.
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The system simplicity is obvious, it consists exclusively of a mirror and resistors.

Also regarding its cost, this is easy to evaluate:

(The Cost of a standard mirror) + (The Cost of cable with heating array)

The cost of �TDM board� is about 250 euro when bought in small quantity but it

would cost around 10 euro in large quantity.

This is a very important feature if you think the cost of a generic deformable mirror.

To check the e�ciency requirement, it is tested:

• System Linearity vs Power;

• System Stability;

• Measure Repeatability;

• System Response Superposition.

E�ciency evaluation of the heater resistor system gave good results.

So we go on to obtain an active system in remote control to compensate the geometric

�uctuations of the beam.

The system is developed in the framework of Virgo experiment and has allowed to

perform the �rst tests of the control beam wavefront.

5.4.1 Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up was formed by a Nd-Yag laser, emitting at 1064 nm, an

beam expander to have a beam waist on the TDM greater than resistor array radius

(4-5 mm), the TDM to characterize, a telescope and a Wavefront sensors for laser

beam analysis (Phasics) mounted where it is formed the image of TDM. In Fig.

5.8(a) and 5.8(b) are shown respectively a scheme and a snapshot of the experimental
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set-up. The laser power used to perform all the measurement, with this set-up, was

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Scheme and Photo of Experimental set-up used to TDM characterization.

5 µWatt. The telescope was made by two lens with focus to 150 mm and 50 mm

to have a magni�cation factor 1/3 to provide the camera eye read all beam. In

Fig. 5.9, it can see a snapshot of the micro-array image on Phasics camera. At

beginning, we have driven the TDM manually using a home-built interface board

and a Voltage Generator while the test on more resistors turn on together and the

test on wavefront correction were made in remote control.
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Figure 5.9: Snapshot of the micro resistors array image on Phasics camera

5.4.2 A modi�ed Hartmann test to measure wavefront distor-

tions: PhasicsTM SID4

To check the TDM e�ciency to wavefront correction we need to know accurately

the the global wavefront shape, so we need a common wavefront sensor.

The main commercially available wavefront sensor is the Shack-Hartmann sensor; it

is composed of a micro-lens array that decomposes the incident wavefront, associ-

ated with a CCD sensor.

The main disadvantages of this sensor is the poor spatial resolution because the

number of measurement points is limited by the number of micro-lenses.

Usually, in wavefront sensors with interferometric methods the spatial resolution is

often better than in Shack-Hartmann because they are only limited by the CCD

sensor resolution but, on the other hand, direct interferometry methods need a ref-

erence beam. An alternative is the multi-shearing interferometry, that doesn't need

a reference beam and that o�ers the highest �exibility. So the proposed device for

our application is a multi-lateral shearing interferometer from Phasics with a two

dimensions di�raction grating (Phasics SID4).
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PhasicsTM SID4 uses a 2D di�raction grating replicates the incident beam into 4

identical waves which are propagated along slightly di�erent directions. The direc-

tion di�erences create interference patterns (see Fig. 5.10). After a few millimeter

Figure 5.10: SID4 wavefront sensor.

propagation, the 4 beams are slightly separated. When aberrations are present on

the beam, the interference grid is distorted. The grid deformations are directly con-

nected to the phase gradients. A spectral analysis using Fourier transforms allows

the phase gradient extraction in 2 orthogonal directions. The phase map is �nally

obtained by integration of these gradients. Finally, you get one measurement point

per interferogram fringe.

5.4.3 Introductory tests

The �rst tests made were aimed at verifying the stability of the experimental set up

used and at checking no loss of intensity in the TDM device.
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Knowing that SID4 is very sensitive to environment vibrations as a preliminary test

we have evaluated the stability of the wave front background pro�le, without heating

the mirror, like saying the TDM device is taken o�.

In the Fig. 5.11 it is shown the result obtained, we can conclude that there is a

�background noise�, the uncertainty in measurement is ±20 nm. The test immedi-

Figure 5.11: Check of the OPD background stability:wavefront pro�le without heating

the mirror.

ately following was to verify the not intensity losses heating the mirror. Looking the

Fig. 5.12, we can conclude that turn on a resistor there is no change in the intensity

pro�le, so that we can say with the TDM device we we do not take the risk of power

losses.

5.4.4 Stability Measurement

Subsequent to these initial tests, we went forward with measurements to check the

stability of TDM device (see Fig. 5.13).

Therefore, a resistor of micro array is turned on by 10 V voltage. Looking the

Fig. 5.13 we can conclude that there is a primary time of about caused by the

temperature gradient and immediately after the wavefront becomes stable �xing

the value of 230± 20 nm
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Figure 5.12: Check of the no change in the beam intensity pro�le when the TDM

plays.

Figure 5.13: TDM stability measurement.

5.4.5 Linearity Measurement

The linearity of the TDM was estimated by applying a linear ramp signal to the

driving electronic using the Voltage Generator.

In Fig. 5.14(a) it is shown how change punctually the wavefront when increase the

Voltage across the resistor's terminals.

The Voltage was changed in the range [1V, 10V ] with 1 V steps, the curve obtained

is shown in Fig. 5.14(b).

As we expected the Optical Path Di�erence (OPD) changes quadratically with the
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Voltage while depends linearly by Power.

Of course, for no light (Power = 0 Watts) we can extrapolate the OPD value,

remembering that the error on the measurements is given by laser own �uctuations,

we can write OPD(P = 0) ≈ 10 ± 20 nm.

It was not possible to estimate the TDM non linearity because of intrinsic instability

of laser beam.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: Wavefront change increasing the Voltage on the resistor(a) and Wave-

front change along Y-translation, the change is quadratic vs voltage while it is linear

vs power

5.4.6 Repeatability Measurement

The repeatability of wavefront distortions caused by TDM is a crucial characteristic

of this device, since it is involved with high precision wavefront shape that requires

high performances in order to satisfy the requirements of the TDM applications.

This measurement gives a clear idea of the quality and repeatability of the issued

positions.

In Fig. 5.15 an example of the measurement results is reported. It refers to the

residual motion around the value of wavefront distortion, for a central resistor of
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Figure 5.15: Residual motion of the OPD around the value of wavefront distortion

along the y axis obtained applying the same Voltage across a resistor.

micro-array of R = 962 ohms and a Voltage of V = 9V .

Very similar results come from the same measurements performed with di�erent

actuators.

In this case too, the laser �uctuations are limiting the measurements so it is not

possible to give any precise value about the repeatability measurements; we can

only conclude that each measure can be repeated with an accuracy of ≤ ± 20 nm.

5.4.7 Linearity of Actuation Process

Another measurement done to test the system e�ciency it was to check the super-

position principle for more actuators.

For this purpose, we have turn on separately two resistors R1 and R2 (Fig. 5.16(a)),

these phase responses are summed. This wavefront image obtained is compared with

the phase response obtained turning on R1 and R2 at the same time. The same
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: Wavefront change with 2 or 3 resistors heated together
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it is done for three resistors (Fig. 5.16(b)). We can see that the system response

caused by two or more resistors turned on is the sum of the responses which would

have been caused by each resistor individually, concluding that the system response

is linear.

5.5 Remote Control System and System Matrix

Response

To control e�ciently each resistor it was necessary to have a digitized signal to

resistors. So, the commands are given by a DAC output and sent by a remote

control system to the resistors. The correspondence between DAC channel and cor-

responding resistor and the correspondence between DAC channel and phase image

deformed were established.

First, each resistor has been independently turned on at the same current of 5mA,

with a voltage supply of 12V. Averaged phase images of each resistor have been

collected (average of 15 images) (Fig. 5.17).

Second, a snapshot of the array image on the Phasics camera it was taken, so that it

Figure 5.17: Phase images obtained turning on independently each resistor by a

remote control system.
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was possible determined the array position relative to the pupil (Fig. 5.18(a)) and

�nal we identi�ed the relation between the array position and phase image (Fig.

5.18(b)). From the results observed, it was deduced that some actuators are not

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: Snapshot of the array image on the Phasics camera to determine the

array position relative to the pupil and phase image to determine the array position

relative to phase image modi�ed by the actuators.
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Figure 5.19: Picture obtained for each DAC channel turned on

working anymore due to manufacturing defects or previous destructive tests, fur-

thermore some wavefront image was not sharp, it was probably due to a bad gluing

resistors board to the mirror.

With this work, it was possible to identify a pictures set which characterizes the

total system response. For each DAC channel exist a picture, remembering that

exist a linear relation of wavefront vs power and that exist the wavefront superpo-

sition. We can obtain a wavefront as we like looking it as a superposition of feature

cation, we can construct a picture library of system response for actuation of each

resistor at the same level. The 38 in�uence functions of resistors which are working

are presented in Fig. 5.19. It will be used to calculate the complete response of the

system.
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We can see that several in�uence functions have phase distortions on the whole pupil

whereas the others are well de�ned. As all the resistors have been successively acti-

vated without doing the reference again at each time, it may come from a hysteresis

e�ect of precedent actuations. This does not a�ect the identi�cation protocol but

it has to be investigated for the library construction.

5.6 TDM: results obtained

The device performance gives favorable implications for the use of such actuators in

active compensation optical applications for the correction of static or slow wavefront

deformations.

The TDM proves to give a linear response, after a mechanical response time of

about 10 seconds the response seems to be very stable, the measurements were been

repeatable and the superposed phase images of two di�erent actuators switched on

separately can be comparable with simultaneous application of two actuators.

Especially, the TDM seems to meet the requirements to be a good adaptive optics

system for the input wavefront deformation compensation in Advanced Gravitational

Waves Interferometers as Adv Virgo.

The TDM proves to be a deformable mirror with high quality mirror compatible,

with high power laser compatible and a low cost system.
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Conclusions

The present work has been carried out in the framework of the interferometric

detection of gravitational waves (GW), speci�cally in the Virgo detector and in the

Advanced Virgo (Adv-Virgo) project.

In particular, attention has been given to the mitigation of e�ect of laser beam

perturbations in GWs detectors.

Virgo is near the design curve of sensitivity; to reach this condition the interferometer

must work in condition of extremely precision, especially in terms of alignments. For

example, the �uctuations in position and direction of the laser beam (beam jitter)

are a critical technical noise source that can limit the dark fringe sensitivity.

The �rst part of the PhD work has been addressed to model analytically the all chain

of beam jitter noise propagation from the laser to the set requirements for various sub

systems and propose/test new improvements and up-grade of the detector. Starting

from the Virgo optical layout, a preliminary step has been to evaluate how the

seismic vibrations of the optical injection system are coupled to the TEM00 input

beam. A second step has been to evaluate how these e�ects propagate in the main

interferometer (ITF) and a�ect the dark-fringe carrying the GW signal. Moreover

this study has contributed to set parameters and requirements to constrain a beam

jitter noise to be compliant with Adv-Virgo sensitivity.

Studying the contribution of the external injection bench (EIB) angular and lateral
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motions to the beam jitter, it is demonstrated that the noise is not negligible in

Virgo and will yet be compliant with the requirements of Adv-Virgo. Indeed, the

analysis carried out allows us to know that the �EIB� bench limits the jitter at the

interferometer input to a value: 10−9 m√
Hz

and 2 ∗ 10−11 rad√
Hz

around 40Hz; while the

requirements obtained for Adv Virgo, evaluating the jitter transfer function of the

interferometer, have been: ỹ ≤ 10−11 m√
Hz

and θ̃ ≤ 10−14 rad√
Hz

,(around 100Hz). So

that, to be in accordance with Adv Virgo, it has been proposed to place the optical

bench EIB on pneumatic isolation system to better isolate the bench from seismic

noise, especially in the tens of Hz frequency region.

With an EIB suspended the amplitude of jitter at interferometer input will reduce

by 1 or 2 factors around 10Hz and the peak around 40Hz will be attenuated.

Actually the NIKHEF group of Amsterdam works in progress to the suspension of

EIB.

The second part of the PhD work, has been dedicated to the e�ects of thermal

deformations of the Adv-Virgo injection optics.

In fact, in second generation of GW ITF, the use of high power laser (200W for

project Advanced VIRGO) will cause a local heating and consequently a wavefront

geometric deformation of the beam impinging on the interferometer.

In particular a new active system to control and correct the wavefront distortions has

been performed that simultaneously meets the Adv-Virgo requirements: compatible

with the vacuum, very stable, very high quality mirror and sustain high power laser.

The system proposed has been a deformable mirror with an heater array used as

actuator.

The system has shown encouraging performances in terms of e�ciency, checking the

system stability, linearity and measurements repeatability.
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Appendix A

Phase relation at a mirror or beam

splitter

This appendix is developed in order to de�ne the notation used throughout the the-

sis.

The magnitude and phase of re�ection at single optical surface can be derived from

Maxwell's equations and imposing the boundary conditions required by the electro-

magnetic theory, namely the condition that the �eld amplitudes tangential to the

optical surface must be continuous. The result is a set of equations that are solved

to obtain relations between the incident, re�ected and transmitted wave that are

called Fresnel's equations [24].

r =
n1 − n2

n1 + n2

(A.1)

with n1 and n2 the indices of refraction of the �rst and second medium, respectively.

The transmission coe�cient for a lossless surface can be computed as t2 = 1 − r2.

We note that the re�ection coe�cient is always real and the phase change upon re-

�ection depends on whether the second medium is optically thinner or thicker than

the �rst (n1 < n2 phase shift π or n1 > n2 phase shift 0).
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It can also shown that the phase change for the transmitted wave at a lossless surface

is zero. This often contrasts with the common notation adopted for the analysis of

modern optical systems.

Modern mirrors and beam splitters that make use of dielectric coatings are com-

plex optical systems, whose re�ectivity and transmission depend on the multiple

interference inside the coating layers and thus on microscopic parameters. The

phase change upon transmission or re�ection depends on the details of the applied

coating and is typically not known. In any case, the knowledge of an absolute value

of a phase change is typically not of interest in laser interferometers because the

absolute positions of the optical components are not known to sub-wavelength pre-

cision. Instead the relative phase between the incoming and outgoing beams is of

importance.

The phase relation between the beams, can be derived from the fundamental prin-

ciple of power conservation.

Figure A.1: Partially re�ected mirror.

To do this we consider a mirror, as shown in Fig. A.1.

We assume that the magnitude of the re�ection r and transmission t are known. The
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phase changes upon transmission and re�ection are unknown and might be di�erent

for either direction, thus, we write φr1 (φt1) for the re�ection (transmission)at the

front and φr2 (φt2) for the re�ection (transmission)at the back of the mirror.

Then the electric �elds can be computed as

E3 = teiφt1E1 + reiφr2E2 (A.2)

E4 = teiφt2E2 + reiφr1E1 (A.3)

Conservation of the total power requires that:

r2 + t2 = 1− p

where p is the possible dissipation in the mirror.

If we consider the power balance.

|E3|2 + |E4|2 = (1− p)
(
|E1|2 + |E2|2

)
(A.4)

This gives the following constraint on the phase factors:

(φr1 + φr2)− (φt1 + φt2) = (2n± 1)π (A.5)

Due to symmetry we can say that the phase change upon transmission φt1 = φt2 = φt

should be the same in both directions.

1

2
(φr1 + φr2)− φt = (2n± 1)

π

2
(A.6)

So that, the adopted notations are usually:

1. φt = 0; φr1 = π; φr2 = 0

2. φt = π
2
; φr1 = φr2 = 0
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Appendix B

Gaussian optics: Hermite-Gaussian

Modes.

In this appendix section , the light is described by a scalar function u(r, t), called

the wavefunction, that obeys a second order di�erential equation known as the wave

equation:

∇2u− 1

c2

∂2u

∂t2
= 0 (B.1)

the form of waves. In free space, light waves travel with speed c = c0 while in a

medium of refractive index n, light waves travel with a reduced speed c = c0
n
.

Any function satisfying Eq. (B.1) represents a possible optical wave.

Because the wave equation is linear, the principle of superposition applies; i.e., if

ul(r, t) and u2(r, t) represent optical waves, then u(r, t) = u1(r, t) + u2(r, t) also

represents a possible optical wave.

We know that equation (B.1) would admit monochromatic wave solutions of the

type:

u(r, t) = a(r) cos [2πνt+ ϕ(r)] (B.2)
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where:

a(r) =amplitude

ϕ(r) =phase

ν =frequency (cycles/s or Hz)

ω = 2πν = angular frequency (radians/s).

Both the amplitude and the phase are generally position dependent, but the wave-

function is a harmonic function of time with frequency ν at all positions.

It is convenient to represent the real wavefunction u(r, t) in (B.1) in terms of a

complex function

U(r, t) = a(r) exp [jϕ(r)] exp (j2πνt) = U(r) exp (j2πνt) (B.3)

so that

u(r, t) = ReU(r, t) =
1

2
[U(r, t) + U ∗ (r, t)] (B.4)

The function U(r, t), known as the complex wavefunction, describes the wave com-

pletely; the wavefunction u(r, t) is simply its real part. Like the wavefunction u(r, t),

the complex wavefunction U(r, t) must also satisfy the wave equation,

∇2U − 1

c2

∂2U

∂t2
= 0 (B.5)

Substituting U(r, t) = U(r) exp(j2πνt) into the wave equation (B.5), we obtain the

Helmholtz equation: (
∇2 + k2

)
U(r) = 0 (B.6)

where k = 2πν
c

= ω
c
it is the wavenumber.

The simplest solutions of the Helmholtz equation in a homogeneous medium are the

plane wave and the spherical wave.

The plane wave has complex amplitude

U(r) = A exp (−jk · r) = A exp [−j (kxx+ kyy + kzz)] (B.7)
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where A is a complex constant called the complex envelope and k = (kx, ky, kz) is

called the wavevector. For Eq.(B.7) to satisfy the Helmholtz equation k2
x+k2

y +k2
z =

k2, so that the magnitude of the wavevector k is the wavenumber k.

The spherical wave is:

U(r) =
A

r
exp(−jkr) (B.8)

where r is the distance from the origin and k = 2πν/c = ω/c is the wavenumber.

Taking argA = 0 for simplicity, the wavefronts are the surfaces kr = 2πq or r = qλ,

where q is an integer. These are concentric spheres separated by a radial distance

λ = 2π/k.

A wave is said to be paraxial if its wavefront normals are paraxial rays.

One way of constructing a paraxial wave is to start with a plane wave A exp(−jkz),

regard it as a �carrier� wave, and modify or �modulate� its complex envelope A,

making it a slowly varying function of position A(r) so that the complex amplitude

of the modulated wave becomes:

U(r) = A(r)exp(−jkz) (B.9)

For a paraxial wave (Eq. B.9), to satisfy the Helmholtz equation, the complex enve-

lope A(r) must satisfy another partial di�erential equation obtained by substituting

(B.9) into (B.6). The assumption that A(r) varies slowly with respect to z signi-

�es that within a distance ∆z = λ, the change ∆A is much smaller than A itself,

i.e., ∆A << A. This inequality of complex variables applies to the magnitudes of

the real and imaginary parts separately. Since ∆A = (∂A/∂z) ∆z = (∂A/∂z)λ, it

follows that ∂A/∂z << A/λ = Ak/2π, so that:

∂A

∂z
<< kA (B.10)
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The derivative ∂A/∂z itself must also vary slowly within the distance λ, so that

∂2A/∂z2 << k∂A/∂z, which proviedes:

∂2A

∂z2
<< k2A (B.11)

Substituting (B.9) into (B.6) and neglecting ∂2A
∂z2

in comparation with k ∂A
∂z

or k2A,

leads to a partial di�erential equation for the complex envelope A(r):

∇2
TA− j2k

∂A

∂z
= 0 (B.12)

We shall simply call it the paraxial Helmholtx equation.

The most simplest solution of paraxial Helmholtx equation is the paraboloid wave,

A(r) = A1

z
exp

(
−jk ρ2

2z

)
(ρ = x2+y2 ) while the most useful solution is theGaussian

beam.

A(r) =
A1

q(z)
exp

(
−jk ρ2

2q(z)

)
(B.13)

This represents a paraboloid wave centered about the point z = ξ = −jz0 and

where, q(z) = z − ξ is called the q-parameter and z0 is known as the Rayleigh

range (Fig. B.1).

To separate the amplitude and phase of this complex envelope, we write the complex

function 1/q(z) = 1/ (z + jz0) in terms of its real and imaginary parts by de�ning

two new real functions, R(z) and W (z), such that:

1

q(z)
=

1

R(z)
− j λ

πW 2(z)
(B.14)

W (z) and R(z) are measures of the beam width and wavefront radius of curvature.

So, the complex amplitude U(r) of the Gaussian beam is:

U(r) = A0
W0

W (z)
exp

[
−j ρ

2

2q

]
exp [−jkz] exp [jς(z)]

= A0
W0

W (z)
exp

[
− ρ2

W 2(z)

]
exp

[
−jkz − jk ρ2

2R(z)
+ jς(z)

]
(B.15)
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Figure B.1: A 3-D representation of the evolution of the Gaussian width.

where:

A0 =
A1

jzR
W (z) = W0

√
1 +

(
z

zR

)2

R(z) = z

[
1 +

(zR
z

)2
]

ς(z) = tan−1

(
z

zR

)
W0 =

√
λzR
π

Up to this point, we considered a single solution of the paraxial wave equation,

namely the fundamental Gaussian mode. Other solutions, mathematically forming

an orthonormal and complete base, exist. Each oscillation in the resonator is a

linear combination of those modes. Their transverse structures have a rectangular,

cylindrical, or a mix of them symmetry : it is mainly de�ned by the mirrors shape

(rectangular or circular). This structure is in general strongly a�ected by other per-

turbations and cannot be observed so easily.

Let's start with the modes having a rectangular geometry in a Cartesian coordinates
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system. We can then write a solution of the wave equation as follows :

ψ(x, y, z) = g
( x
w

)
h
( y
w

)
exp−i

[
∆φ (z) +

k

2q (z)

(
x2 + y2

)]
(B.16)

where g (respectively h) is a function of z and x (respectively z and y).

The insertion of this solution inside the paraxial wave equation leads to a di�er-

ential equation for g and h; the solutions of this equation are Hermite's polynomials.

One can show (not demonstrated here) than a complete set of solutions is :

ψn,m(x, y, z) =

√
2

π

1

2n+mn!m!

1

ω(z)
Hn

(
x
√

2

ω(z)

)
Hm

(
y
√

2

ω(z)

)
e−i(kz−φn,m)e−ik

x2+y2

2q

(B.17)

where :

m, n are integers

q, R et w were already de�ned for Gaussian beams

φ(z) = (m+ n+ 1) arctan
(

λz
πw2

0

)
is the Gouy phase shift

Hn(X) are the Hermite ploynomials

As an example : H0(X) = 1, H1(X) = 2X, H2(X) = 4X2 − 2 etc.

For m = n = 0, we have the fundamental Gaussian beam.

So that:

ψ00(x, y, z) =

(
2

πω2
0

)1/2

e
−x2+y2

ω2(z)

ψ10(x, y, z) =

(
2x

ω0

)
ψ00(x, y, z)

ψ01(x, y, z) =

(
2y

ω0

)
ψ00(x, y, z)

These relations are useful in deriving the spatial distributions of beams misaligned

with respect to optical axis.

For any m and n, the propagation law for R, q and w remains the same. Only the
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phase shift and the transverse beam structure di�er. The �gures B.2(a) and B.2(b)

depict the intensity pattern for those modes. One can notice some "`zeros"' for the

intensity (dark lines) : their number correspond to the order m.

(a) (b)

Figure B.2: Spatial energy distribution for Hermite-Gaussian modes in 2D (a) and

3D (b) presentation.

The phase-shift after one round trip in a two mirrors resonator has to be equal

to q times (q is an integer). Starting from the phase expression and using the

same method as in previous paragraph we obtain the following expression for the

frequency of the TEMmnq mode:

νnmq =
c

2d

[
q +

1

π
(m+ n+ 1) arccos

(
±
√

(g1g2)
)]

(B.18)

If the resonator symmetry is mostly circular, the modes exhibit a cylindrical sym-

metry described by the Laguerre polynomials. The mathematical method is the

same as the one described for Hermite-Gaussian modes. The �gure B.3 describe the

intensity distribution for such modes.

The frequency of the TEMplq mode:

νplq =
c

2d

[
q +

1

π
(2p+ l + 1) arccos

(
±
√

(g1g2)
)]

(B.19)
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Figure B.3: Spatial energy distribution for Laguerre-Gaussian modes.

A steady-state �eld distribution oscillating inside the resonator is called an eigen-

mode of the resonator. The eigenmodes are characterized by the transverse mode

structure (transverse mode index p, l or m,n) and the axial mode order q. The

notations for the eigenmodes are

Tplq and Tmnq (B.20)

where the abbreviation TEM represents the fact that the electric and the magnetic

�eld vectors are perpendicular to each other and to the wave vector R (Transverse

Electro Magnetic).

In both symmetries the TEM00 mode has the same shape; the intensity distribution

is Gaussian.

As mentioned above, the resonance frequencies thus depend on both the axial and

the transverse mode order. In contrast to the plane-parallel (g1 = g2 = 1) whose

resonance frequencies are only determined by the axial mode index, each axial mode
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of stable resonators is subdivided into a sequence of frequencies corresponding to

di�erent transverse modes. This separation is controlled by the g-parameters of

the resonator mirrors. As the origin of the g-diagram is approached, the frequency

gap between di�erent transverse modes having the same axial mode order becomes

wider. In the limit of the stable confocal resonator (g1 = g2 = 0), the frequency

gap equals c0/(4d) which is half the axial mode distance. The confocal resonator

exhibits frequency degeneracy which means that all modes meeting the conditions

2q + 2p+ l + 1 = k and 2q +m+ n+ 1 = k, with k : integer, oscillate at the same

resonance frequency kc0/(4d).
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Appendix C

A tilted and displaced Gaussian

beam

The x- and y- axes of the coordinate system are chosen to be transverse to the beam

propagation (and optical axis) of the perfectly aligned and undistorted system (z-

axis). We start with a �eld spatially described by a zero-order Hermite-Gaussian

mode, if the beam axis is the same of the optical axis, the amplitude at distance x

from the z-axis is given by:

ψ =

√
2Pin
πw2

0

e
−x2+y2

w2
o (C.1)

When ψ is laterally displaced in the positive x-direction by a small amount a and

in the positive y-direction by a small amount b, as in �gure C.1), we get:

ψ =

√
2Pin
πw2

0

e
− (x−a)2+(y−b)2

w2
o (C.2)

A tilted beam that makes the angles ϕ and ϑ with respect to the cavity axes (Fig.

C.2), for small ϕ and ϑ can be described by:
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Figure C.1: Beam displacement respect to cavity axis.

Figure C.2: Beam tilt respect to cavity axis.

ψ =

√
2Pin
πw2

0

e
−x2+y2

w2
o e−ik(αx+βy) (C.3)

where: α = sinϑ cosϕ and β = sinϑ sinϕ.

In order to calculate the e�ects of laser jitter, the function ψ can be expanded to

�rst-order in a, b, α, β ≈ 0.

ψin =

√
2Pin
πw2

0

e
−x2+y2

w2
o

{
1 + 2

x

w2
o

a+ 2
y

w2
o

b− ikαx− ikβy
}

(C.4)

If we call α0 = β0 = kω0

2
= πω0

λ
, with λ laser wavelength and if we refer to Hermite-

Gauss modes which are listed in Appendix B, we can note that:

ψin =
√
Pin

{
ψ00 +

(
a

w0

− i α
α0

)
ψ10 +

(
b

w0

− i β
β0

)
ψ01

}
(C.5)

So that a misaligned beam can then be described, in one degree of freedom and
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in z = z0, as a column vector:

ψin =
√
Pin

 ψ0

a1 · ψ1

 (C.6)

where a1 is the amplitude of �rst order mode ψ1, given by a1 = â+ iα̂, with:

â =
a

w(z0)

(
1 + i

z0

zR

)
α̂ = α

πw(z0)

λ
(C.7)
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Appendix D

Mode decomposition

In this section, we present a formalism which can be used to study the problem

of misalignment in the GW interferometer, with the goal of characterization the

sensitivity of the detector to angular misalignment.

In particular a �eld circulating in the misaligned or distorted optical system is

decomposed in to a superposition of the eigenmodes of the unperturbed system;

the scale of the imperfections determines the number of eigenmodes needed for an

accurate description.

ψ(x, y, z) =
∑

qnmψnm (D.1)

Misaligned or distorting optical components are represented as operators in the basis

of these eigenmodes: M(x, y, z2, z1); the transformation of a �eld of a misaligned or

distorted optical system at position z1 in to a �eld at position z2 is given:

ψ(x, y, z2) = M(x, y, z2, z1)ψ(x, y, z1) (D.2)

the representation Mnm,kl(z2, z1) of M(x, y, z2, z1) in the modal space can be

written as:

Mmn,kl(z2, z1) =

∫ ∫ −∞
∞

ψ+
mn(x, y, z2)M(x, y, z2, z1)ψkl(x, y, z1)dxdy (D.3)
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where the functions ψmn(x, y, z) are the eigenmodes of the unperturbed system.

To simplify the calculation we go to separate the longitudinal propagation from

misalignment and distortion e�ects caused by lenses and mirrors, which a�ect the

wavefront at a �xed longitudinal position.

In the Hermite-Gaussian basis the propagator simpli�es to

Lmn,kl(φmn) = δmkδnle
−ik(z2−z1)ei(φmn(z2)−φmn(z1)) (D.4)

where φmn(z2)−φmn(z1) is the Guoy phase shift. The propagator is the only operator

which retains a signi�cant z-dependence. Hence, for lenses and mirrors Eq. D.3

reduces to

Mmn,kl =< mn|M(x, y)|kl > (D.5)

where the bra-ket-product is de�ned as the integration over the transverse degrees

of freedom and where < mn| and |kl > are the Gaussian eigenmodes.

Let us consider a slightly misaligned mirror, spatial variations over the mirror surface

cause each part of the wavefront acquires an additional phase shift due to a local

displacement in the z-direction (see Fig. D.1). If all deviations from the ideal

surface are contained in the function Z(x, y), the mirror distortion operator can

then be written as

M(x, y) = e−2ikZ(x,y) (D.6)

To obtain the true re�ected �eld of the mirror one has to multiply the right hand

side of Eq. (D.6) by the re�ection coe�cient.

The distortion operator which describes re�ection from the rear surface of the mirror

is given by:

M(x, y)rear = e2ikZ(x,y) = M(x, y)−1 (D.7)

If is a real function, these operators are unitary and, thus, conserves energy. The
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Figure D.1: Re�ection on an imperfect and misaligned mirror surface. 1) direction

of incoming laser beam, 2) re�ected beam, 3) undistorted wavefront, 4) ideal mirror

surface, 5) physical mirror surface and Z(x,y) deviation from ideal mirror surface.

modal space representation then becomes:

Mmn,kl =< mn|e−2ikZ(x,y)|kl >=< mn| exp
(
−2ik

∑
|op > Zop,qr < qr|

)
|kl >

(D.8)

Expanding Z(x,y) in a series of orthonormal polynomials Hi

−2kZ(x, y) =
∑
i,j

cijHi

(√
2

x

w(z)

)
Hj

(√
2

y

w(z)

)
(D.9)

one obtains:

−2kZop,qr = 2
∑
1,j

cijT
ij
op,qr =

∑
1,j

cij < op|Hi(x)Hj(y)|qr > |z=0 (D.10)

For a small rotation about the y-axis Z(x,y) can be written as Z(x, y) = θxx. By

substituting Θ = θπw(z)/λ which is the normalized rotation angle, the operator

becomes:

−2kZ(x, y) = −
√

8Θx

√
2x

w(z)
= −
√

2ΘxH1

(√
2x

w(z)

)
(D.11)
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In the Hermite-Gaussian basis, the recursion relationship for the Hermite polyno-

mials simpli�es the generator T10 to

T 10
op,qr =

1√
2
δpr
(√

qδo,q−1 +
√
oδo,q+1

)
(D.12)

For small misalignments the only important modes are the fundamental TEM00

mode and the lowest order transverse (Hermite-Gaussian) modes, TEM10 and TEM01.

Using the notation where all three modes are the components of a single vector, an

electromagnetic �eld in modal space can be written as:

ψ =


ψ00

ψ10

ψ01

 (D.13)

Making use of eqs. (D.4) and (D.12) and including terms to �rst order in and only

[17], the propagator and the mirror misalignment matrices become

L(z2 − z1) = e−ik(z2−z1)


eiη 0 0

0 ei2η 0

0 0 ei2η

 M(Θx,Θy) =


1 −i2Θx −i2Θy

−i2Θx 1 0

−i2Θy 0 1


(D.14)

with η = η(z2)− η(z1) = arctan
√

z2
zR
− arctan

√
z1
zR
.

The above technique can be applied to study the problem of misalignment in each

optical system.
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